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"I recommend the FlexStar" Exciter.
It's an extremely reliable way

to launch HD Radio- broadcasting."

FlexStarTm HDI-100 Importer HDE-100 Exporter HDX-FM/HD Exciter

Bob Hensler
Vice President of Engineering

Colorado Public Radio
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Managing Content. Delivering Results.
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Real Time Spectral Display
This exclusive Harris feature
provides easy verification of
FCC mask compliance.

"We've found Harris' new Exciter, along with the Importer and Exporter, to be very flexible and
reliable. There are more inputs on this Exciter than any other brand, allowing flexibility and
minimal downtime. Plus, Harris is the first :o include iBiquity's Exgine Architecture which gives
us a simplified, more reliable installation. With the help of Harris, we now provide more streams

and channels to the Denver population without adding transmission sites. I recommend the
Harris FlexStar family to other radio groups. It's as easy as new technology can be to operate

and helps us accomplish our goals."

assuredcommunications'"
Broadcast Microwave R F Government Systems www. h a rris.com
For information call: 800-622-0022 HD Radio is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corporation 2006.
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Currents Online
Selected headlines from the past month.

Clear Channel Recognizes its Station Engineers
The company recognized 10 individuals in various regions, and Charlie Wooten, direc-
tor of engineering in Panama City FL, was named 2006 Clear Channel Radio National
Engineer of the Year.

FCC Establishes Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau
The move is designed to "provide a more efficient, effective, and responsive organiza-
tional structure to address public safety, homeland security, national security, emer-
gency management and preparedness, disaster management and other related issues" Wooten
This includes the EAS.

NAB Announces Board Election Results
The two-year terms of the newly elected board members will begin at the June 2006 board meeting.

Axia Audio, Broadcast Electronics Collaborate
The agreement allows BE to add the Axia IP-audio driver to Audiovault and other BE broadcast products. In
addition, BE will become an Axia value-added reseller.

Find the mic and win!
Tell us where you think the

mic icon is placed on this issue's cover
and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Transaudio Group.
.e7rxu,

We'll award a
different Heil

mic each month'
during 2006.

Enter by May 10.
Send your entry to

radio@prismb2b.com.
Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -20.

IO

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

Clayborn Appointed Orhan/CRL North
American Sales Manager

Kevin Clayborn has worked for CRL for 13 years.

Arhitron Begins Roll -out of PPM
The roll -out schedule puts the PPM into the top
10 U.S. radio markets by the fall of 2008, and into
all of the top 50 U.S. radio markets two to three
years thereafter.

Site Features
Radio Glossary

With new technology comes new terminology.
We've started a list of the new language of radio
broadcasting and put it online.

Take the FASTtrack With You
The Radio magazine FASTtrack, a
categorical listing of the exhibitors
at NAB2006, is available for your
PDA. Download your copy and
carry it with you and you'll always
know where you're going.

Today in Radio History
Important dates that have shaped
radio are available online.

Currents Online Weekly E-mail
Get the Radio magazine headlines delivered to
your e-mail box every Monday morning.Sub-
scribe today for the latest radio technology news
and business information.
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Multicasting.

It's like trying to fit

well, you know.

Omnia Multicast with SENSUS codec conditioning, Omnia
Bass Management system and distributed look -ahead
limiter significantly improves the sound of HD multicast
and other bit -reduced streams.

Management has decided to multicast. Which seems like a

terrific idea - until you consider just how little bandwidth

each channel will get. How will the sound of your station(s)

survive these shrinking bitrates? Omnia can help.

New Omnia Multicast with SENSUS' restores the fullness

and depth that bit -reduction steals. Our DSP gurus

teamed up with the codec experts at Telos (the folks who

introduced broadcasters to MP3 and MPEG AAC). Together,

they developed a unique suite of tools to pre -condition audio

for HD Radio"' multicasting.

SENSUS technology enhances punch, preserves presence, and

reduces artifacts. Even heavily bit -reduced channels (like

multicast) can be significantly improved by Omnia running

SENSUS. And like all Omnia processors, Omnia Multicast

delivers the smooth, clean, pure signature sound that grabs

your listeners and holds them hour after hour. No wonder the

top stations around the world choose Omnia over all other

processor brands.

Multicast like you mean it... with Omnia Multicast.

aAnTelos Company
111C1
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Viewpoint

E A rosy future

we are, days away from the start of the
biggest broadcasting event of the year. Like
you ,when I get to the convention floor,) ex-
pectcite continued activity about digital
radi . Irsual,HD Radio will be the main
topic,but there will be touches of DRE and
DRM,with maybe a hint of Cam -D in the air.
Multicasting, enhanced data capabilities
and the latest generation of hardware and
software designs will all be in the mix. We're
deep into digital terrestrial radio, and as it
has been over several years, digital radio
will be bigger news than ever.

Talk of IBOC is everywhere. We even see
more attention to HD Radio in newspapers
and consumer magazines. I have included
some aspect of it in this column in all but
one issue over the past year. Recently, data
released in mid -March offered even more
hope to the HD Radio supporters and
greater dismay to the opponents.

Bridge Ratings released its updated
projections of consumer use of various
forms of radio and digital media. The
projections run through 2020, and show
steady increases in usage for HD Radio,XM,

Sirius and mobile phone streaming,
and leaps in usage of Internet radio
and wireless Internet usage.

Naturally, the HD Radio propo-
nents focused on the projection
that HD Radio may have two
million listeners in 2008 with a
long-term projection of 46 million

listeners by 2020. These projec-
tions make 2020 the year that HD

Radio will equal the usage of
Sirius or XM.

The part that seems to
have been ignored is that
Internet radio and wireless
Internet are expected to
jump to more than 200

million users by 2020. For In-
ternet radio,this is a tripling

in usage from 2006,while for
wireless Internet it represents
nearly a 12 times increase in
usage. The jump for HD Ra-
dio from 2006 to 2020 looks

impressive at nearly 83 times, but the actual number of
projected HD Radio users in 2020 will be just more than
half the number of Internet radio users today.

To me, these projections are locked on current technol-
ogy. It's impossible to project usage for something that
is not yet invented, but we have already seen the rapid
acceptance of portable media players and devices with
consolidated functions including telephone, PDA, media
player, GPS and more.

Entire cities are working on wireless Internet coverage
plans. Wi-max is getting noticed for what it could offer.
Who knows what else may be in place by 2020.

This all means that that HD Radio, DRE and Cam -D may
have shorter lives than some think. Radio stations must
begin to look beyond the integrated function of creat-
ing and delivering programming to the masses. The two
functions are separate. Digital radio deals with the final
delivery. A radio station is a content provider with one
delivery channel tied to it. There are lots of other delivery
channels available.

Some radio groups are already considering these alterna-
tive delivery options. At the end of 2005, Clear Channel
made it known that it was looking at alternate distribu-
tion methods for its content, such as Yahoo, Apple and
Microsoft. NPR has also looked into alternative channels,
including satellite radio and cell phone streaming.

As further evidence that these alternate delivery chan-
nels have some promise, several rating services are
including streaming and downloaded content in their
measurement packages.
There are lots of companies installing HD Radio sys-

tems. There are many who are waiting to see what will
eventually happen. Both strategies are based on an
individual company's goals, plans and vision. For Clear
Channel and NPR, it appears to be as simple as identify-
ing another outlet.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherer:Pprismb2b.corn

More Online
Access a summary of the Bridge Ratings survey at

http://beradio.com/currents/radio_currents_031306/
index.html#bridge

E-mail: radio@prismb2b.corn
Fax: 913-514-7201
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ACCESS is what you do about it.

ACCESS uses BRIE technology to deliver wideband

mono or stereo audio on a single POTS line or IP

network including the public Internet. Use it on DSL,

cable, WiFL satellite, 3G cellular, or pretty much

whatever you've got.

Read all about BRIC technology in the IP Audio

Coding brochure. Want a copy? Contact us at
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Managing Technology

Working with wireless carriers
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

f your company owns a tower, it is likely
that you are either currently leasing space
to a wireless carrier or have been ap-
proached to lease space. Station managers
and owners are well aware of the potential
revenue opportunities that leasing tower
space yields,and some have formed sepa-
rate business units to maximize revenue
through leasing their tower assets.

Build it and will
they come?

When it comes to the construction of new
towers, several broadcast station owners
build towers with additional capacity to
accommodate potential tenants. In most

cases, this is definitely the
proper approach, however
it will not necessarily mean
that wireless carriers will
be scrambling for space
and, in fact, you may never
realize additional revenue.
To clarify this statement, I'll
take you through the inter-
nal process that carriers use
to decide where sites need
to be built.

If a tower already exists in a suitable
spot, wireless carriers are usually eager
to lease space.

The search ring
Wireless carriers require

sites fora number of purpos-
es such as coverage (provid-
ing signal in certain areas),
fill (providing signal in gaps
between adjacent cell sites),
and quality (additional site
to offload call traffic from
adjacent cell sites).

Because carriers have
been building sites for the
past 15 years or so, it is fair

to assume most of the initial coverage
objectives have been met (in the top 100
markets) with the exception of formerly
rural areas where there is significant move-
ment of population due to urban sprawl.
This leaves the majority of new sites be-
ing built for the purpose of fill or quality.
Also, consider that the next generation,

called 3G (and 4G), of wireless will require significantly
more bandwidth (permitting high-speed data and voice
services) than currently available, therefore the FCC will
grant new spectrum to wireless carriers in the near future
to accommodate the emerging technologies.The projected
increase in bandwidth will create additional requirements
for fill sites.

The decision of where a specific site is needed comes
from the network -engineering group of the respective car-
rier. The need is largely determined by 1) responding to
customer complaints of poor signal and dropped calls and
2) the amount of money a site could potentially generate,
a function of the total call traffic handled by an individual
site, i.e. the ability to handle increased simultaneous call-
ers equals more revenue. Once the need is determined,
a search ring is issued to the group (or outside vendor)
responsible for finding a viable site; this is typically called
the site acquisition phase. The search ring document itself
is nothing more than a circle overlayed on a street -level
map; the centroid of the ring represents the optimum loca-
tion for a site based on theoretical limits. A search ring is
similar to the Area to Locate study used by broadcasters
to identify potential tower locations based on co -channel
and adjacent -channel interference limits.

Based on the type (PCS, cellular) of site and its purpose
(coverage, fill,quality) the search ring might be as small as
a half mile in diameter. A ring this small doesn't provide
many options in terms of what might be available. Reality:
It is also the reason you may not be receiving inquiries for
space on your tower.

Complicating the identification of potential site
candidates, wireless sites need to meet four primary
criteria. They must be capable of meeting the quali-
fications in Table 1.

Sits types
In the wireless world there are two basic types of sites:

rawland orcollocation. Rawland sites are those that require
a new supporting structure (tower, monopole, flagpole)
to mount the antennas. Collocation sites are sites where
existing structures are used to mount antennas (rooftops,
existing towers, steeples). From a cost perspective, collo-
cated sites are generally cheaper to build, however certain
collocation sites can cost signi ficantly more than a rawland,
particularly if sites are required to be concealed from view
and significant structural modifications are required to
replace or reconfigure portions of an existing structure.
Reality: Vendors that perform wireless site development
for carriers usually prefer to build rawland sites because
they get paid a higher rate. The downside is that rawland
sites are much harder to zone and could become a costly
battle if there is a lot of public opposition.

10 April 2006 Radfo magazine www.beradio.com
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Virtuoso V5
1.5 kW Digital, 4 14 Hybrid, 5.5 kW Analog Transmitter

More Versatility
Digital adaptive pre -correction

 Integrated Exgine
 Programmable pre -selections

for frequency, power and
audio source

 Frequency agile: N+1
 Better than 62% overall

efficiency

 AC Voltage: 185-250VAC,
Single and Three Phase

More Robust

 Redundant ventilation fans
 Dual IPA power supply
 Dual low voltage power supply
 Dual IPA

More Service -Friendly

 Hot-pluggable RF modules
 Hot-pluggable PS modules

 Dual digital exciters
 Compact, light weignt rack

(23"W x 72.5"H x 34.5"D) is
ideal for tight space;

R#c1j9

Phone: (207) 947.8200 Fax: (207) 947.3693 infc4Dnautel.com www.nautel.com
HD Radio Is a trademark of iBiquity Digital Corp. All rights reserved.



Managing Technology

Site Requirements

Leasable

Details

The potential landlord must be agreeable to most of the carriers business terms.
Can proper right-of-ways and easement be obtained?

Zoned
Most jurisdictions only permit telecommunications facilities in certain types of
areas (industrial, commercial).

Permitted Must be able to meet all governing building codes (the need to retrofit an old struc-
ture to meet current codes might be cost prohibitive).

Constructed Can the site be reasonably and safely constructed? Is there proper access for cranes
and other construction equipment, can power/telco be brought to the site?

Big Pipe LT STL -IP

Table 1. Tower site qualification criteria.

Leasing issues
In their ideal world,carriers want the potential landlord

to accept the lease that they provide (also
termed"using the carriers'paper").The fact

Pipe. Lighter.
Introducing Big Pipe LT.

The single box solution, perfect for the rest of us.
Easier on the real estate and easier on the checkbook, Big Pipe LT is not just

another studio -transmitter link. Big Pipe LT takes the proven performance of our
now -industry -standard Big Pipe, and packs it in a single -rack space.

With bidirectional capabilities up to a whopping 45 Mb/s, you can interchange
analog and digital audio, HD Radio data, Ethernet, and serial data via a

wireless or wireline path.

Flexible and reliable, Big Pipe LT works just as well for studio facility interconnects
as it does for any other media transport needs. And because it comes from
BE, you know that Big Pipe is designed for the realities of radio, including

tight budgets and rock solid performance. Contact BE for details.

Broadcast Electronics, Inc.  4100 North 24th Street Quincy, Winos 62305-3606
Telephone: (217) 224-9600  Fax: (217) 224-9607  E -Mail: bdcastgbdcastcom

Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics Inc.

is that landlords will accept a lease on car-
riers' paper, but with changes,ranging from
minor language modifications to complete
removal or rewriting of major sections of
the lease. The majority of carriers will ulti-
mately agree to a lease providing there are
no significant changes to the portions of a
lease that deal with term (they generally
like to maintain the lease for 20 years,)
restrictions placed on their ability to make
technical changes/upgrades as necessary
(provided those changes don't exceed
the original defined leased premise,) and
indemnification (don't make them liable
for every problem unless it is a direct result
of the tenant's installation).

Leasing rates vary depending on the
market, the carriers desire/need for the
particular site,the ease of zoning,the avail-
ability of alternate sites within the ring, the
amount of anticipated traffic on the site and
if additional amounts need to be paid fora
sublease (i.e. different ground owner than
the tower owner). Reality: typical wireless
lease rates average $2,000/month with 3
percent per year escalation. Most carri-
ers have predetermined maximum lease
rates (per market) that are automatically
acceptable. If that amount is exceeded, it
will need approval from an upper level of
management.

Does the zoning work?
Zoning for telecommunications sites is

problematic, primarily due to the increased
awareness of the impact of wireless sites
within a community "Not in my backyard"
is a common theme heard in a zoning hear-
ing for wireless sites; the public comments
range from potential radiation issues to
visual and environmental impact. As the
sites become closer to residential areas,
the effects a site will have on home values
becomes a problem. In some respects,

12 April 2006 __RacHtLmiloazine www.beradio.com
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Managing Technology

zoning has become a little easier because
most jurisdictions have put a wireless or-
dinance in place, which provides a clear
definition, up front, of where a site can be
placed and the appropriate steps required
to get approvals.

Unfortunately, the nature of wireless
network design doesn't always place a
site where it might be zoneable due to use

restrictions or perhaps not meeting specified property
setbacks. in which case a variance will be requested.
However, this can take a long time and drive the cost well
beyond budgeted amounts. If you are building a new tower,
any zoning approval you are seeking should also state
that the use of the tower by subsequent wireless tenants
will be permitted by right, thus eliminating the majority
of zoning obstacles by potential wireless tenants. Reality:
Zoning boards in most jurisdictions may actually help you
lease space because they will always try to have a carrier
located on an existing tower first, otherwise it is up to the

carrier to present solid testimony supporting
the need to be somewhere other than your

The Word is Out - iMediaTouch is the
fastest growing Automation System...

...wondering why?
Broadcast Automation Software

With three new installations a week, iMediaTouch
keeps beating out the competition.Why are we so hot?

"We looked at many different
systems and kept getting drawn
back to OMT's iMediaTouch!
I spoke with programmers and
engineers chat use iMediaTouch
and those that use other
systems...NO iMediaTouch use,
could come up with a syster,
downfall. That's a powerfu
statement!"

Chris Maestle - PD
Verstandig Broadcasting

)) HD -2 Multicasting

)) RDS & Pad Interface

)) Instant website integration

>> Non -Stop Broadcasting

)) Group Wide -Area solutions

}) New On -Air Interface

Call our Toll Free Sales Desk Today 888-665-0501

Download a Free Trial Version
@ www.imediatouch.com 91.11 Inventing Radio Trends

)) See us at NAB2006 in the Radio Hall Booth #N2908

tower. Reality 2:Towns have figured out that
they can make money on wireless carriers
if they lease space on town -owned property,
therefore wireless ordinances may specify
that the carrier should identify or rule -out
suitable town -owned opportunities before
choosing other locations.

Final thoughts
Whether your company owns existing

towerassets oryou are getting ready to build
a new structure, always be aware of where
wireless carriers are located nearby (within
1.5 miles), the density of population or the
presence of major roads nearby,this will give
you a good indication of potential future
revenue opportunities that may exist. For
example,you may note existing monopolies
or rooftops with carriers installed,this might
indicate an adequate supply of locations
within the area,however it could also mean
that the population center is moving in the
direction of your tower and a need for ad-
ditional sites in the future.

Myth:You can solicit carriers for space on
your tower. As mentioned, a carrier has a
specific objective in mind. While it never
hurts to advertise yourself as a wireless -
friendly landlord, you are unlikely to drive
business to your tower unless it fits with
their plan. When the time is right, they will
find you.

Consolidation within the industry is reduc-
ing the field of potential tenants. Companies
that have merged (AT&T/Cingular, Sprint/
Nextel) are actively consolidating both
carriers within single sites, where possible,
thus eliminating the need for hundreds of
sites throughout the county. This is a trend
expected to continue over several years.

McNamara is president of Applied Wire-
less, Cape Coral, FL. Contact him at
kevin@appliedwirelessinc.com.

14 April 2006 Ra_Olo mauazine www.beradio.com
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FCC Update

Streaming copyright royalties audited
By Harry Martin

uund exchange has begun an enforcement
program to ensure that webcasters are
accurately paying royalties owed to the
record companies and recording artists
represented by Soundexchange. Sound -
exchange collects copyright royalty fees
paid by broadcasters who stream their
signals on the Internet, as well as those
paid by other webcasters.
Starting in February 2006, Soundex-

change began auditing 11 of the most
popular Internet radio websites. The
audits, which are permitted by U.S. Copy-
right Office regulations, will cover the
years 2002,2003 and 2004. Four broadcast
group owners will be among the first to
be audited: Bonneville, Clear Channel,
Cox and Susquehanna. The remaining
websites to be audited areAmerica Online,
Beethoven.com, Live365, Microsoft, MTV
Networks, Real Networks andYahoo. Soun-
dexchange has announced that this is just
the beginning of its enforcement program
and it intends to perform regular audits of
webcasters, both large and small.

U.S. Copyright Office regulations permit
Soundexchange to audit webcasters once
during each calendar year. The audit may
cover any or all of the prior three calendar
years. No calendar year may be subject
to audit more than once. Audits of the
webcasters' records must be conducted
by an independent and qualified auditor
and must take place during reasonable
business hours using generally accepted
auditing standards. For their part,webcast-
ers must use commercially reasonable ef-
forts to obtain or to provide access to any
relevant books and records maintained
by third parties for the purpose of the
audit and retain such records for at least
three years.

Before finalizing its written report, the
auditor must review its tentative findings
with the webcaster to remedy any fac-
tual errors and clarify any issues relating
to the audit, but only if the webcaster
cooperates with the auditor to remedy
promptly any factual errors or clarify any
issues raised.The auditor need not review

its tentative findings with the webcaster if the auditor
suspects fraud.

Finding results
Once the auditor issues its final written report, Soun-

dexchange and the webcaster are required to accept
the findings in the report as determinative on copyright
royalties owed in the audited years. Soundexchange is
required to pay the cost of the audit, unless it is deter-
mined that the webcaster underpaid its royalties owed
by 10 percent or more, in which case the webcaster must,
in addition to paying the amount of any underpayment,
pay the costs of the audit.

Broadcasters currently simulcasting their on -air broad-
casts on the Internet,or contemplating doingso,should be
sure to inform themselves about the record -keeping ob-
ligations, reporting requirements and, most importantly,
royalty fees to which Internet streamers and webcasters
are subject. In view of Soundexchange's dominant role
in this area, it would be prudent for a webcaster to obtain
a Soundexchange Internet webcasting license, if it does
not already have one.

Martin is immediate -past president of the Federal Communica-
tions BarAssociation and a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@fhhlaw.com.

ate ne:
Radio stations in Michigan and Ohio must

file biennial ownership reports on or before
June 1, 2006.

June 1 also is the deadline for radio stations in
Arizona. DC, Idaho, Maryland, Michigan, New
Mexico, Nevada, Ohio, Utah, Virginia, West
Virginia and Wyoming to place their annual EEO
reports in their public files and post them on
their websites.

11; Take the FASTtrack
with you

' Download the Radio magazine
FASTtrack, Exhibitor Directory

and BEC Session Guide to your
Palm or Pocket PC today. The
files are on the Radio magazine

website. Look for the FASTtrack
for PDA link.
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PLATFORM
THE COMPLETE

AND
AUDIO/MEDIAs

Decentralized Audio/Media Network

MAD'S D.C.!!
Digital Audio Production

OEM -Products

AIVADIS D.C. II
Digital Radio Broadcast

VARI
Public Address

q

Digital Radio On -Air

MORE THAN JUST A DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK OUR TECHNOLOGY
VADIS is the state of the art Audio/Media Platform for the professional IS YOUR SUCCESS

audio industry with the versatility to provide solutions for
numerous applications.  Integrated platform concept

VADIS the premier audio solution, integrates audio and control across
multiple audio disciplines converging on -air, production, post production,

live sound, and sound reinforcement onto one platform.

For more information

visit www. klotzdigital.com

or call 678-966-9900

visit 015 at

113icre:itts
14026

 Fiber optic networking

 Any audio source - anywhere

DIGITAL
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By Doug Irwin

processing can create a signature sound,
but don't overlook the practical aspects.

More and more stations are getting program content to listeners via
data -reduced means, such as netcasting and HD Radio. Fortunately,

more audio processors are being built with feature sets meant to accommodate
this trend.

Is there really any need to process audio for these two applications? Of
course there is. Let's take a look at the similarities and differences between
HD Radio. netcasting. and analog AM/FM radio.

For HD Radio (specifically the HD I signal, or the digital version of the analog
transmission) there is no technical reason for processing beyond keeping the
program audio encoded in the AES data stream from hitting OdBFS. However,
in practice, as the HD Radio receiver fades audio from the analog version to
the digital. and vice -versa, it is pleasing to the ear if the two audio paths sound
the same. This requires some amount of processing for the audio encoded
into the AES data stream for HD I .

www.beradio.com Radio magazine April 2006 19



Sound advice
Like its HD1 brother, HD2 doesn't technically

need any audio processing either; however, many
of the practical reasons for audio processing that
are relevant to AM and FM are also of importance
to HD2 and streaming audio (netcasting) as well.
One of the most important reasons for audio

processing is simply to combat ambient noise

levels in a typical listening environment. For in -car listening, we
have to combat the effects of wind and road noise. No driver wants
to have to continually move his volume control up and down on a
source -by -source basis as he goes down the road. In a home listen-
ing environment (the kitchen, for example) we have to contend
with multiple sources of background noise. In an office environ-
ment there are many sources of noise, and because the space is

generally shared you have to consider your
office mates as well. No one wants to hear
the neighbor's radio blaring.

Another important reason for audio pro-
cessing is to add that sonic signature that
so many programmers (rightly) insist that
a radio station have This can also be done
for netcasting. Programmers and engineers
alike are going to seek a signature sound
for their HD2 stations as well.

So, many of the basic reasons for audio
processing are as important in the stream-
ing audio application,and in the HD Radio
application,as they are in the more familiar
AM and FM media. Yet there are major dif-
ferences in the way processing is accom-
plished between the related media.
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Figure 1. The masking effects in the frequency domain: A masker inhibits perception of
co -existing signals below the masking threshold.

Don't cut the losses
With respect to netcasting and HD Radio,

the lossy codecs that are used in the build -

Prophet Systems Your Tec olo Resource.

Hundreds of stations have ch ophet Systems for their HD -2 signal.
We are committed to constant research and innovation in all
areas of audio and content management. Deliver your
content with ease, enjoy constant reliability, quick
deployment and the lowest possible cost for the technology

Prophet Systems has teamed with Continental Electronics
pairing our automation line with transmitter systems to provide
a complete package for FM and HD broadcasts. Our Importer
enables advanced HD radio capabilities, like multicasting and
datacasting and can work with any automation system.

HD Radio

Content Management
Music Scheduling
Podcasting
Newsroom Software

Visit Prophet Systems at NAB Booth #N3522.
1-877-774-1010

Sales@prophetsys.com www.prophetsys.com

Streaming Software
Logging
WANcasting

The list goes on
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Sound advice
ing of the data stream that we eventually hear
coming out of speakers on the other end all
work within a few basic precepts. First, in
their emulation of the way human hearing
actually works, the audio spectrum is broken
into discrete critical bands,each having a dif-
fering bandwidth. At 100Hz, for example, the
bandwidth is about 160Hz. At the 10kHz cen-
ter frequency, the bandwidth is about 2.5kHz.
Based on the level of the strongest signal in a
particular band, and the center frequency of
the particular band, the codec calculates the
masking threshold, which is the level below
which the human ear,while encountering the
loudest signal in the particular band, will not
be able to hear.

The codec then throws out signals below
the masking threshold,and sets the number of
bits used to encode the loudest signal in that
particular band. The number of bits is reduced to the point that
quantization noise in that particular band will not be perceptible to
the human ear listening to the audio coming out of the decoder.

There is masking not only in the frequency domain (as described

audio processors

The price of DSP-based audio processing has come
down with more competition and maturing of the tech-
nology. There are several manufacturers building less
expensive versions of their flagship models.

Omnia has the Omnia 3 Turbo, a DSP-based audio
processor that included a three -band AGC and a multi -
hand limiter. A digital stereo generator comes standard.
This unit succeeds the Omnia 3.

Orban makes the 2300, a digital audio processor with
a two -band architecture and a built-in stereo gencrator.
AES I/O are included, along with remote control via
GPI, RS -232 or Ethernet. This unit is the successor to
the Orban 2200.

Broadcast Warehouse makes the DSPX-mini, a 1RU
simplified version of the DSPX. This unit includes AES
I/O, four -hand architecture, a DSP-based stereo genera-
tor with clipping, and RS -232 or Ethernet control.

The 111%, DSPX Mini

You aren't limited to DSP architecture if you haven to
be looking for new audio processing.

Inovonics produces the David -III, a multi -band audio
processor with a digital -synthesis stereo generator. Also
included are limiting and composite clipping.

CRL manufactures the Amigo, a FM processing system
with dual -hand AGC, stereo enhancement, a multi -band
limiter and digitally synthesized stereo generator.

Figure 1. The masking effects in the frecuency domain. A masker inhibits perception
of co -existing signals below the masking threshold.

above) but in the time domain as well.A loud sound
can mask quieter sounds for up to 200ms after it;
this is called backward masking. A loud sound can
also mask sounds that come before it-up to about
15ms.This is called forward masking. Sounds that
would be masked in this way are effectively thrown
out by the codec.

Lossy codecs take advantage of the way human
hearing works, in the time and frequency domain,

THE

EXPRESS LAN

IS NOW OPEN.

AudioScience introckices the world's

frst PCI Express soLnd cards the

A5I6600 series. Not only do ou get

the advantage of si:eedy PCI EXpress

cata transfer, but oir ASI6600 series

sound cards are loaded with 3uilt for

Eroadcast features. With Pa Express

dots fast becoming the standard in

r ew PCs, now is the time to get in the

hst lane. Get aheac, and staff ahead,

with AudioScience. Learn more by

calling +1-302.321-5333 or visit
www.audioscience.:om.

ASI6600 SERIES FEATURES

+24dB analog levels

96kHz sample rates

SSX multi -channel support

MRX multi -rate mixing

MPEG Layer 2 and 3 encoding and
decoding

TSX time scaling

SoundGuard transient voltage
protection

Short 6.6" PCI card format

Up to /4 cards ii one system

Windows zoos, XP and Linux drivers

Orirlica9.9,90,40(457
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Sound advice
by not encoding sounds that are ultimately imperceptible, and by
efficiently using the minimum number of bits to encode the sounds
that are perceptible. The ultimate goal is to fit as many useful bits
as possible through what is typically a data -bandwidth limited path
between the program source and the far end-our listeners. In the
case of HD Radio, the amount of payload data is limited (now) to
96kb/s. In the case of netcasting, the cost of providing the service
is usually proportional to the data rate of the stream times the
number of listeners.We all want to provide the highest data rate to

The Wheatstone Vorsis
is designed for production or on -air use.

an unlimited number of listeners, but in practice we can't afford
to do that. The compromise is to limit the data rate of the stream.
The effectiveness of the current generation of lossy codecs makes
the listening experience acceptable (if not downright enjoyable)
to the majority of users.

One of the most effective tools for audio processing in the analog
domain is old-fashioned clipping. The amount of clipping used in
the analog media of AM or FM is, of course,subjective and usually
dependent on an agreement between programming and engineer-
ing. However, clipping is not effective when it comes to process-
ing audio that will go through a lossy codec system. The reason
behind this is quite simple. If you were to clip a pure sine -wave,
what you would have on the output side of the clipper would be
the fundamental signal (the sine wave you put in) plus harmonics
that each have a level and time relationship to the fundamental. If
you now pass that clipped sine wave through a transmission system
that does not have the adequate frequency and phase response so
that the harmonics arrive on the other end in the same level and

The Omnia 6EX is the premium
version of the company's series of DSP-based processors.

time relationship, you will find that you no longer have a clipped
sine wave; what was a nice flat -top at first is now slanted to one side.
The clipping is negated. This is what would happen in the lossy
codec. The lossy codec could simply not encode the harmonics
at all, or, it might waste bits by encoding the distortion products
(i.e. the harmonics) at a low bit rate,which could be noted on the
far end by quantization noise in the critical bands that contain the
harmonics. Not good.

Because 75ps emphasis is used in the transmission of analog
FM,analog FM audio processors include a high -frequency limiter
working along that emphasis curve. A typical trick to build loud-
ness on analog FM is to"get in" to the HF limiter more. HD Radio
and streaming audio applications are "flat" though,and therefore
there is no reason for HF limiters in those applications.
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HD RADIO?

I'M GOING WITH
MOSELEY.
My challenge is to make the right STL
choice for today, as well as for tomorrow.

With Moseley, it's no problem.
Check out their Starlink SL9003Q-

2SLAN, the first STL to provide AES digital
audio and Ethernet data over the traditional
950 MHz band.

Or add a bi-direc-
tional Ethernet LAN
extension and serial

vainor existing STL with
the license -free 900 -
MHz LanlInk 900D.

For T1 lines or
license -free 5.8 GHz
links, the Starlink
SL9003T1 STL/TSL
transports bi-direc-
tional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN
extension, remote control, and telephones.

Your best connection to the future is
a smart STL choice today. Take it from
me, Moseley will insure that your station
is ready for HD Radio and the new digital
services of tomorrow.

Give the digital STL experts at Moseley
a call for more details.

Dave Chancey 805 968 9621
Bill Gould 978 373 6303
www.moseleysb.com



Sound advice
There isstill a need to provide absolute peak protection ina digit& system,

though, you will not like the sound of your audio encoded in to an AES
data stream as it hits OdBFS.
This can be accomplished by the use of a look-a:lead arniter. The HD

Radio or netcast audio processor includes a dela} line in the audio path
and uses that delay to determine where in the time domain it neetds to limit
a peak, and then does so at the appropriate time.

So,you can see that some processing functions commonly used it analog
processing, like clipping and pre -emphasis limiting,are 3 no use for HD
Radio or netcast processing. On the other hand wide -band au:omatic
gain control (for level consistency,source to source). and r.ulti-band gair.
control (for greater intelligibilityalong with asserticri cif a sc and signature:

FlashMic
DIGITAL RECOP DING MICROPHONE

You ye got admit -.iat th s is ar idea whose
time is long overdue-an extraordinarily high
quality :ilk with a bu it -in broadcast quality
digi7a1 rder. With -the FlashMi: you literal
grab an: g). It just doesn't get any simpler. A
be:ause it's H H 13, it doesn't g.,.t any beter.

 We firrt ligital recording microphone

 1GB flash memory records over 18 hours of au di 3

 High quality Sernhe ser omni-directional condenser
microphone :apsule

 Straightfo ward, intutive operatio, with easy LISB
transfer of data -..c) PC1Mac for edit ng

High quality
linear o- MPEG reco -Ging (128-384

kbps)

 Greater th E..n 6 hours Pottery ife from 2 x AA ce Is

 LCD displa:, for time, level arc status information

 o - io secold5acjustable pre -record buffer

 Switchable h gh pass =liter

 Record time remainir g indicator IN -VI low time
warning

 Ruggedc.or struction quality

Distributed tithe USA and Latin Arica by: Sennheisa Electronic Corp
1 Enterprise Dnve, Old Lime, ET 06371 USA  Tk 860-4344190  Fax 860-434-1759.  womhhbusa.cors

Latir America: Telephone 52-53539-0556  Fix: i2-55-5639-348:
Distributed h Canada by H1,13Canacla Tel 416-S67-900.1 Fm 416-867-1081

Resource
Guide

Manufacturers of audio
processors and processing

accessories

AEV SRL
+39 051 950 350
www.aev.net

Aphex Systems
818-767-2929
www.aphex.com

Broadcast Devices
914-737-5032
www.broadcast-devices.com

Broadcast Technology
719-336-3902
www.broadcasttech.com

Broadcast Warehouse
+44 208 5409992
www.broadcastwarehouse.com

Circuit Research Labs (CRL)
800-535-7648
www.crlsystems.com

Harris
800-622-0022
www.broadcast.harris.com

IDT Impact Development
+33 472 18 19 20
www.idt-fr.com

Inovonics
800-733-0552
www.inovon.com

Linear Acoustic
888-292-3117
www.linearacoustic.com

Microcon Systems
440-546-0967
www.soundgreat.com

Neural Audio
425-814-3200
www.neuralaudio.com

Nicom
619-477-6298
www.nicomusa.com

Omnia Audio
216-241-3343
www.omniaaudio.com

Orban
510-351-3500
www.orban.com
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From the beginning, ERI has been a leader in the research and
development of IBOC FM technologies. Join us as we continue to
work toward developing new products for this exciting
technology.

elpLYNX- Dual Input Side Mount
FM Antenna for IBOC Operations

--ovr Salle Sourer for Broadcast Soattions-

Hie Electronics Research LYNX.' I )ual Input side Mount FM Antenna is designed specifically
for FM IIKX: applications. This new antenna is carable of transmitting both the analog and
digital FM signals without requiring a high loss hyb-id combiner and maintains high isolation
between the digital and analog transmitters. The design mots the current Federal
Co llllll unications Commission requirement for informal notification of !ROC implementation.

MASK -960 IBOC
Spectral Compliance Filter

.R1 has developed a compaii arrangement
lour famous FM 970 band pass filter
:asides to address the specific- needs of FM

'BOC broadcasting. ERI's mask filter
amfigura can provide the right
-esponsc for any requirement.

EIBOX Hybrid Cornbin ?rs
Low/Medium/ High Power

The quality and reliability of ERI's standard quart :r
wave hybrids have been adapted for use as an [BCC
Hybrid Combiner. The ifiOX- 10 dR Hybrid
Combiner is available in two versions:

II Low/medium power version for analog FM power
levels up to 30 kW
 High power version which is rated to handle up to
80 kW of analog FM power.

rELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.J

Call Toll -free at 877 - ERI - LINE  Visit Onlire at www.eriinc.com



Sound advice
and absolute peak control are useful for HD Radio and netcast processing,
as they are in analog processing.

The current crop
Wheatstone has introduced the Vorsis AP -3, a 1RU unit audio processor

with built-in three -band AGC, parametric EQ, de-esser, downward expander
and peak limiter. Control can be achieved via the front panel, via local
computer control or via Ethernet.

Broadcast Warehouse offers its DSPX,a 1RU audio processor featuring the
typical elements of a broadcast audio processor:wideband AGC,multi-band
AGC and limiting, HF limiting and a stereo generator for FM applications;
plus a separate output that makes use of look -ahead limiting (as opposed
to HF limiting) for streaming audio applications. Control is accomplished
via the front panel, RS -232 or Ethernet.

Remote control of processors
through RS -232 or other means has become

common. The Broadcast Warehouse DSPX is one such unit.

Broadcast Warehouse has also recently introduced the DSPXtra, which
features the Ariane (by Translantech Audio) RMS leveler as its front end.

Omnia offers a DSP-based FM audio processor known as the Omnia-3;
the Omnia-3net unit is specifically built for streaming audio applications.
If you are about to delve into streaming audio, you may want to consider
the Omnia A/X, a software -based processor that runs on a computer and

Resource
Guide

SBS
+44 1789 768870
www.sbsfm.com

Sofratec
+33-4-93019999
www.sofratec.com

TC Electronic
818-665-4900
www.tcelectronic.com

Tiesseci
+39 33 22 89 164
www.tiesseci.il

Transtantech Sound
212-222-4)330
www.transIantech.com

Vorsis
252-638-7000
www.vorsis.com

Waves
865-546-6115
www.waves.com
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Agton. ME 04009 USA
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Splitter

318F-62
Adapter

Model 6813
FM Antenna

_ -I
Visit us at NAB

April 24 - 27, 2006
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...

www.shively.com
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Remotesfaster easy
Franianywhere

in the USA!

CD quality digital stereo
audio to GO!
 Mounts on most vehicles or trailers, folds flat

A Lireat for news, special events, and remotes

A Finds satellite In minutes with ro engineer

A Use it as a backup STL when not out making money

 bp where your station has never gone before
and give YOUR station a competitive edge!

Satellite Lynx

81313-5AT-LYNX
-28-5969

sales@satellitelynx.com Satellite 20:, River Road A Walden NY 12586



Sound advice
works in conjunction with Windows Media, Real
and MP3 streaming encoders.

Omnia's flagship processor is the 6EX (or 6EXI)
and it retains the modern features that you would
expect. Its processing engine is totally DSP based.
Some of the most basic features are a six -band
limiter with adjustable cross -over points; a built-in
(DSP-based) stereo generator with a composite
clipper; and the now -ubiquitous Ethernet connec-
tivity. The 6EX features a simultaneous processing
path for HD Radio; and the 6EXI option includes

included. It also features a parallel processing path for digital
radio included as standard, along with a built-in diversity delay.
Communications with the 8500 is accomplished with something as
simple as contact closures from your remote control, or via RS -232
(like an old-fashioned dial -up modem) or via its TCP/IP interface,
which comes standard.

Orban also offers the Optimod 1100PC, which is a professional
sound card designed specifically forstreaming media applications.
On -board DSP performs the typical audio processor functional-
ity-AGC, multi -band, EQ and look -ahead limiting. It also can
function as a mixer because it has one stereo analog input, two

AES or S/PDIF inputs with sample rate converters,
and one WAV input.

Orban offers Opticodec-PC, which is encoding
software that makes use of MPEG-4 AAC/aacPlus
encoding technologies. It's available in multiple
versions, and able to run on all the standard plat-
forms.

Orban has a new product to be introduced this
spring: the 9400. This processor has two parallel
processing chains (the wide -band AGC and stereo
enhancer are all that are in common) allowing it to

serve as an on -air processor and HD Radio (or streaming audio)
processor simultaneously. Unlike its brother, the 9200, this unit
serves as a stereo audio processor in both domains allowing the
user to process for C-QUAM should they need to do so.

How important will audio processing be for the future of radio? The
universe of choices that a tech -savvy listener now has is practically
mind -numbing: aside from HD Radio, and the recently introduced
HD2 channels and accompanying streams,there are countless other
streams available from around the world. Wi-fi radios will soon be
here en masse. No longer will you be competing against your buddy
across town, or even a half dozen stations. The radio listener will
no longer be limited to the carriers in town. With that in mind, the

features of streaming audio, processing

°limn
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The Orban Optimod-FM 8500 is the latest in a long line of the company's on -air
audio processors.

a diversity delay that allows the user to avoid the
delay line built-in to HD Radio exciters, thus com-
pletely isolating the analog transmission from the
HD Radio equipment.

Omnia offers AM processors as well; the 5EX and
the 5EX+HD.These share many of the same features
with the FM brothers-AES inputs and outputs,DSP-
based processing and Ethernet connectivity.

Orban's flagship product is the 8500. Its process-
ing functions are completed by DSP; AGC, multi -
band, stereo encoding and composite clipping

Take the FASTtrack with you
Download the Radio magazine FASTtrack, Exhibitor

Directory and BEC Session Guide to your Palm or Pocket
PC today. The files are on the Radio magazine website.
Look for the FASTtrack for PDA link.

ricer':; Con5o1e- or Live Events

Whether used in radio, television, production, or stadium announce applications,
the Model 200 -series of announcer's consoles provide uniformly excellent
performance. With five models to choose from, everything on your "wish list"
can easily be handled. And while each unit provides a unique mix of features,
all share a common core: great audio quality, a simple user interface, and
reliable operation.

To see which Model 200 -series product is right for your application, visit our website.

Skokie, IL USA I Ph 847-676-9177 I www.studio-tech.com

amongst them, will become more

Iimportant than ever.

Irwin is director of engineering at Clear
Channel, Seattle.

Model 212
Digital Announcer's Console

Now Available

STUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES

INC.
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the arts
From its rather humble origins in 1985, which

included sharing a frequency with the Dayton
Public Schools station and using a 200W trans-

mitter and a rooftop antenna, Dayton Public Radio
(DPR) has become the pre-eminent source for clas-
sical music and fine arts programming in Dayton,
OH, and west central Ohio. The 1994 addition of
50kW WDPG in Greenville,OH,to reach the north-
ern areas,and the purchase of FM 88.1 in 1998 for
WDPR in Dayton to allow 24 -hour operation, gave
DPR the capability to reach more than 1.1 million
people. By 2004, Dayton Public Radio was poised
for its next evolutionary growth step.

The genesis of this project was an opportunity to
relocate and upgrade WDPR's transmitter site from
a deteriorating leased tower that was only 200 -feet
tall, to the local PBS affiliate's 1,500 -foot tower. The
site relocation was also to incLide replacing the 30 -
year -old transmitter that had become increasingly
unreliable. Because of the extent of this upgrade,
and with the prospect of IBOC on the horizon,
former Board Chairman Dr. Michael Jaffe and
General Manager Georgie Woessner decided to
incorporate a complete facility upgrade to digital
at the same time.

The first phase involved the transmitter site reloca-
tion to WPTD's 1,500 -foot tower with a seven -foot
face width. Such a large lower would cause pattern
distortion without some form of opt imization.There-
fore,a single -layer ERI panel antenna was selected
to obtain the optimum pattern, fewest nulls and
wide bandwidth. The required transmitter power
output at the increased antenna height was only
2kW, so low level combining of the analog and
IBOC digital signals through a linear solid-state
transmitter was the obvious choice.

Processing, on the other hand, is subjective and
never involves obvious choices. After polling other
classical music stations and conducting listening
tests, I chose the Optimod 8400 (being replaced
soon with an 8500). A Neustar codec conditioner
is also used on the main HD Radio chain and the
secondary audio channel (SAC).Th is configuration
has passed muster with the station's golden ears
and our critical listening audience.

Vocal review
One of the challenges in adding HD Radio and

still preserving the highest quality analog signal in-
volved the STL system. I wanted a system that would
deliver uncompressed linear 20kHz stereoaudio in
AES/EBU,7.5kHz mono audio fortheSCA w ith radio
reading services, a LAN data package with at least
300kHz capacity for the HD Radio stream, data for
RBDS and bi-directional data for the remote control.
The studios are located downtown,so a line -of -sight
microwave path was marginal and vulnerable to
new building construction. I investigated the pos-
sible installation of fiber to facilitate the bandwidth
of an El circuit, but the cost was prohibitive. The
station was already using Intrapiex STLs on T1 cir-
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Dayton Public Radio
cuits,so 1 next investigated upgrading them. The solution came
in the form of a new Intraplex Apt -x card that allowed us to fit
everything onto a TI . To avoid problems with the IBOC signal by
layering multiple compression algorithms,I did not want to use

any digital compression on the main audio channels. However,
the Apt -x has proven to be audibly transparent.

The HVAC system is a closed loop with positive pressure in the
room to provide the best environment. The transmitter exhaust

is vented into the room where two redundant HVAC
units control the temperature and the humidity. If
both HVAC units should fail,there are high -efficiency
pleated intake air filters and a backup exhaust fan.
The old transmitter has been installed as a backup
analog transmitter with automatic changeover ca-
pabilities. The installation also includes a new Burk
remote control system with automatic monitoring
and logging and an Audemat-Aztec RBDS encoder.
Following installation of the antenna,the fine matcher
was adjusted to obtain a VSWR of 1.03:1 across the
channel.There were some challenges when conduct-
ing a proof of performance, as the existing TFT and
Belar modulation monitors did not have sufficient
selectivity to reject the digital sidebands,so additional
external filtering was required. The addition of an
HD Radio modulation monitor greatly simplified
the process. An Agilent spectrum analyzer verified
compliance with the FCC mask.

This is the production studio with a PR&E console, Enco DAW and Vistamax
routing switcher. Only a portion of the extensive CD library is visible.

Inside voice
The next phase involved the conversion of the

studios to digital,with the challenge of remaining on
the air during the process. I decided to upgrade the

dosilmiky

Snap, Crackle, Pop?
Dropouts?

Intermittents?

ital inputs
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sales@sencore.com
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litstream Analyzer
Digital Watchdog
Clock/SamPle Counter 1

BitScoP
Distortion Meter

DA795

-:1-4P70
Digila Audio Analyzer

0

0

www.sencore.com 1-800-7S6-2673 or 1.605.339.0100

Digital Audio
Analyzer

3200 Sencore Drive  Sioux Falls, SD 57107 USA
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With the Mosaic, even a
light bulb change is easy.

We designed the Mosaic to stand
up to the rigors of radio life-
whether it be an over -enthusiastic
music jock, an emotional talk show
operator, or simply a need to reach
the ceiling.

Even more important is the Mosaic's
performance. Behind the sturdy
construction, the Mosaic gives
you the operational capabilities you
need. An advanced control surface
for our Audio Engine Router,
the Mosaic console gives you
fast, flexible access to sources
and provides key information at
a glance.

Logitek
Console Router Systems

WFCJ's John Graham does a

little stucio mai ite

Mosaic
Where art meets technology

0 ails

A47,k477 /.711:AZtri

Mosaic consoles are available in a wide range
of sizes and the riodu ar construction lets you
custom,ze your installation for your operators'
needs. Call today to see how the Mosaic can

handle life at your facility!

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

5622 Edgemoor  Houston, TX 77081 USA

713.664.4470

info@logitekaudio.com

© 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

1.800.231.5870

www.logitekaudio.com



Dayton Public Radio
production studio first, and then move the on -air operation into
production while the air studio was upgraded. A small,temporary
editing room was wired to ease the production burden during this
transition. The studio walls, soundproofing, HVAC and acousti-
cal treatments did not require any modifications. However, to
alleviate existing static problems I did replace the carpet with
computer room carbon -backed carpet installed over grounded
copper straps using conductive adhesive.

Two PR&EAirwave Digital consoles had previously been purchased
to replace the consoles damaged by a water leak,so each studio

WDPR Transmitter
Andrew HP -50A Heliax
Audemat-Aztec FMB80 RDS
Bird BPM power meter
Burk ARC -16
Dielectric RF switch
ERI 1083-1CP panel antenna
Harris Z6HDc transmitter
Harris Dexstar Exciter/Exporter
Harris Flexstar HDX-FM

(replacing the Digit exciter)
Intraplex HD STL
Mod Sciences Sidekick SCA
Myat feed line components
Neustar Codec Conditioner
Optimod 8400 (8500)

The WDPR transmitter (original pre-Flexstar configuration).

At Dielectric, you'll find the same spirit of

innovation that inspired "Doc" Brown to build
a better radio antenna in 1942 alive and well

in our full range of broadcast solutions:
TV & FM Broadcast Systems  Tower Lighting

Mobile Media  M2M Solutions

Convergence is poised to change our
industry more in the next five years than the

previous sixty years combined. Working
together - the possibilities are boundless.

DiTectcric;c,
Innovative Engineering
for a Digital World"'
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ADVEFTISEMENT FROM FIORI(A1 SYSTEM -51

Centralization of Media General streamlines, minimizes costs
Integrated systems from Florical, Scientific-Atlanta, Grass Valley, Leitch and others create environment based on central control

A functional solution to a
key issue facing most TV

operations: how does a TV
operation minimize capital
investment costs and reduce
overall operational expenses?
Media General Broadcast
Group addressed that issue
when they centralized opera-
tions of 10 CBS stations and 1
UPN station from a common
hub in Spartanburg, SC.

The Team

Media General's technical team
selected Florical Systems to
provide the hardware, software
and guidance to achieve these
goals. The design team from
Media General Broadcast Group
included Ardell Hill, Sr. VP of
Broadcast Ops, Mark Turner, IT
Director and Matt Heffernan,
GM/Central Broadcast Ops.

The Plan

Their simple strategy was based
around these overall goals: A
central control solution to
standardize and centralize
traffic and master control duties
while distributing workload
among stations. Although
centralcasting was considered,
the team chose a central
control model based on market
size of the spoke sites and to
limit the cost of network
connectivity present in
centralcasting models.

The Rollout

Here's how their plan was
executed successfully and
quickly:

1. Centralizing traffic ops
improved efficiencies. This
includes standardized report-
ing, quicker access to avails info
for sales, and faster customer
service.

2. Centralizing master control
of 10 stations from a single hub
and WAN based in Spartanburg,
SC. The automation systems at
the stations are monitored and
controlled by the hub over a
partial T1 network. The hub can
modify any channel's schedule
right until the next event to air,
and controls each local station's
automation system, video
servers, switchers and logo
inserters. The WAN handles
typical
system
func-
tions
and the
network
features
three
separate
backup
circuits. If an unlikely WAN
failure occurs, each local station
can quickly switch to local
mode and maintain automated
operations until the WAN is
restored.

3. Program acquisition is
controlled at the hub by
Florical's Multi -Site Show -
Timer system which prepares
the master and each station's
daily recording schedule. It
sends commands over the WAN
to control each station's device
servers which control local
equipment to position dishes,
tune receivers and record
satellite feeds used by the
stations across multiple time
zones. Each spoke station
retains a copy of the daily
recording schedule for use by a
local backup controller in the
event of loss of hub connectiv-
ity. The local controller also
allows the remote station to
add recordings to the master
record schedule.

4. Program timing can be
handled by one person who
then updates all sites with
synchronized start times for all
program recordings using
Florical's MediaTimer. Even
though each station may be
assigned programs to segment
and time, all timing data is
stored in a central media
database available to all
stations. Because all program
recordings start at the same

universal time,
there is no
need for any
start time
reconciliation
adjustments.
Human effort
to time the
program

Master control bib at Media General
segments is

significantly reduced and the
resulting timings are distrib-
uted across all stations.

The results: substantial
improvements in operational
efficiency with no loss in
reliability, low interconnection
costs and minimal capital
outlay. This ambitious plan was
completed in early 2005. 8

Equipment List
Automation:
Florical's AirBoss and AirBoss Editor
Asset Ingest and timing:
Florical's MediaFiler and MediaTimer
Satellite receiverc
Agile-Omni's 830 aid 930, Tandberg's
Alteia, Scientific-Atlanta's DSR 4810
Satellite record scheduler:
Florical's ShowTimer
Dish & receiver control: SatelLink
Video Servers:
Thomson Grass Va ley's iDVR,
SeaChange Mediaausters
Switchers: Saturn MC, GVG 2100 MC
and Utah's MC -500 MC
Logo inserters:
Leitch's Logomotic n I and II
Routers: Panacea and Quintech RF
Microcontroller: Microfirst's 1610

Vision.. oil NBC 0160s...ABC O&Os EWTN Global

fLORICII
S TEM

The leader In TV automation.

L

Telemundo

Over two billion dollars in commercial revenue
delivered through Florical automation.

See us at NAB booth SU2941
www.floncal.com

1-800-372-4613

What IS centralization?

Centralized television operations designed by
Florical uniquely combines the customer's

business model with its technical capabilities.
This creates a customized, central infrastructure
based on the geography and market sizes of the
stations in the group. Centralization can be
configured as either a centralcasting or central
control model.

Control can be centralized at the hub, local at the
regional station or shared. Storage can be at the
hub, the regional station or at both sites.

Centralization consists of four elements:

. Interconnection between the hub and each
spoke station must be established with the
necessary broadband connection ranging from a
partial T1 to an 0C3, with sufficient bandwidth to
support all control and monitoring requirements.

2. Automation system capabilities must be
sophisticated enough to handle centralization
functions and up to 20 regional stations per
control room across multiple time zones.
Flexibility should allow adaptation to multiple
operational models to offer significant growth
advantages.

3. Asset and archive management insures that
scheduled materials will be available for air when
needed, reducing or eliminating routine tasks.
This improves system efficiency and eliminates
costly human errors while lowering operating
expenses. The more an asset management system
can do unattended, the greater the savings in
operational costs.

Workflow process updating allows people in
traffic, programming and sales to overcome the
resistance to change in status quo at the hub and
spoke stations. This is achieved by changing
human focus from "execution" of the program
stream to "preparation"of the material to be
aired. All Florical systems are designed with this
process in mind, focusing attention on accuracy
in preparation which creates maximum efficiency
in automated on -air playback. Today's environ-
ment requires a change from a technical solution
in a traditional broadcast environment to an
IT -based infrastructure.

Keep options open. Some broadcast groups
may consider a central control model to reduce
expenses, but may later wish to repurpose
existing automation to the centralcasting model
if network costs drop.

Florical clients include Groupe TVA in Canada,
Emmis Group, and all of the O&O stations of the
NBC Television Network.

Discuss your options for centralization with
minimal capital outlay and maximum business
process efficiency. Contact Florical Systems, the
experts in centralization, quietly creating custom
solutions for group owners since 1995.8



Dayton Public Radio
was designed around them. By using the same model console in
both studios, the staff has had fewer problems acclimating. The
consoles are reconfigured with appropriate digital and analog
cards as required.The consoles output sample rate is fixed at 48kHz,
so that is the house standard. The rate conversion to 44.1kHz for
the IBOC HD Radio encoder takes place at the transmitter.

Arrakis designed customized studio furniture for the studios
to accommodate the non -parallel walls. The audio equipment
in each studio includes a complement of Tascam CD players,
Sony CDR recorders, Sony mini -disc machines, Panasonic DAT
machines,360 System Digicarts and Alesis Masterlinks. The ma-
jority of the classical music library is contained on more than
6,800 CDs, but there are still some rare selections only available
on vinyl records. Consequently, a turntable is maintained in

WDPG Transmitter
Andrew HJ8-50 Heliax
Bird BPM power meter
Burk ARC -16
Dielectric antenna
Dielectric IBOC 4.77 combiner
Dielectric RF switch
Harris HT -20 transmitter
Harris Z12HDs transmitter
Harris Flexstar HDX-FM exciter
Intraplex HD STL
Modulation Sciences Sidekick SCA The Enco DAD automation system, satellite downlink receivers

and webcasting.

Design ))) Build ))) Installation

Ram Broadcast Systems builds studios for
most of North America's major networks,
group stations, and news organizations.

Ram offers comprehensive studio design,
fabrication, systems integration, and
components. Put Ram's 35 years of
experience to work for you:

 Studio Design Et Fabrication
 Pre -Wired Systems
 Broadcast Furniture
 Switchers
 Metering
 Amplifiers
 Wire Et Cable
 Racks
 Accessories
 Used Equipment
 And More!

RAM Broadcast Systems

WWW.ramsyscom.corn
800.779.7575
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Don't look down
(You're standing on your competition)

Eifel Tow.lr
1,063 ft

Jahn Hancor k
1,127 ft

Empire State
1,250 ft.

Sears Tower
1,450

Taipei 101
1,670 ft.

CN Tower
1,815 P.

OrniiaTower
over 3,000 ft.

Ready to Multicast?

Omura Mulhcasf with Sr NSu5. codec condthen,T (Jamie
E ass Management system and listnbutec rack -ahead
Imuter sigmhcanrly :mproyes the sound of .-10 multtcast
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The Empire State building is pretty tall. Taipei 101? CN Tower? Even taller. But
Omnia dwarfs them all. In fact if you stacked up all the Comma audio processors
in use around the world, you'd have a tower well over 3,000 feet high.

In just a few short years. Omnia has emerged as the best-selling audio processor in
the world. More importantly, is the most successful stations in top markets like New
York. London, Paris, Rome, Beijing, Tokyo, Amsterdam and Berlin, that have put
Omnia on top. And more broadcasters are upgrading every day, using Omnia
as their secret weapon to stay miles above the competition.

Speaking of neights. did you know that Omnia processing ncyw powers
stations broadcastng from every one of the famous structures pictured above?

Big or small, isn't it high time you upgraded to Omnia?
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Dayton Public Radio
each studio. Cassette and reel tape machines are also available
for format dubbing when necessary.

My associate,Russ Hines,was primarily responsible for revamp-
ing the inter -studio wiring using Gepco and Belden multi -pair
analog cables, multi -pair AES/EBU digital cables, multi -conduc-
tor control cables and CAT -5 cables. All wiring is color -coded
depending on signal type and function,and each wire is labeled
at both ends with its number, source, destination and function.
A Vistamax 64x64 routing switcher capable of sample rate
conversions plus D/A-A/D conversions takes care of signal and
control routing for all sources outside each studio as well as
multicasting feeds. Any input source,whether digital or analog,
is available as a digital and analog output.

A new Enco digital audio workstation (DAW) has been added
primarily as a result of the PRSS upcoming Content Depot satellite
delivery system. The pier -to -pier network connects the worksta-
tions in the air studio,production studio and operation manager's
office. All files are backed up on the SATA mirrored hard drives
in the air and production workstations. The music is still played
live from CDs during the majority of the broadcast day, with the
DAW used mainly for satellite assist during overnights as well as
pre-recorded programs for holidays. The production DAW uses
Cool Edit and is augmented by a 360 Short Cut editor. The Audio
Science audio cards provide analog and AES/EBU digital inputs
and outputs, and are capable of multiple sample rates, linear un-
compressed audio or MP2 and MP3. All sources are converted to
uncompressed linear WAV files for the best quality and to avoid
artifacts from multiple compression algorithms. Each card offers
four outputs, two are sent to the console for that studio, and two
are sent directly to the routing switcher for multicast feeds that
don't need to go through the studio.

The DPR studios are located in the heart of Dayton's theatre
district,so a fiber link was installed between the Schuster Center,
Victoria Theatre and the DPR studios to enable live broadcasts
of performing arts events. The Multidyne 2200 system is capable
of bi-directional video for monitoring the stages, as well as six
channels of analog audio and six channels of AES/EBU audio.
There is also a statewide T1 system maintained by Etech Ohio
(formerly Ohio Educational Broadcasting) linking all public
broadcasters in Ohio with bi-directional broadcast quality stereo
audio as well as ISDN.

The terminal room contains the satellite downlink and record-

Studios
360 Digicart
360 Shortcut
Alesis Masterlink
Arrakis furniture
Electro-Voice RE20 microphones
Enco Systems DAD
Haris PR&E Airwave Digital console,'
Harris Dexstar Exporter
Harris Flexstar HDI-100 Importer
Harris Vistamax 64x64 routing switcher
Multidyne 2200 fiber link
Sage Endec EAS
Sony CDR W66 CD recorders
Sony .MDS-E12 mini disc
Tascam 1128 cassette
Tascam CD -450 CD players
TFT 990 AES EAS

41.

The ERI panel antenna for WDPR sits at the 880' level
on WPTD's tower.

ing equipment for the PRSS system as well as the noisy computer
workstations for the Etech Ohio system,the Enco system,the webcast
streaming audio and the computers in each studio used to access
the www.dprorg website for updating the current playlist. All work-
stations use KVM extenders via CAT -5 cable and a master terminal
that can access any workstation is available in the terminal room.

The third and final phase, currently underway, is the digital con-
version of the WDPG Greenville transmitter site that simulcasts
with WDPR. The WDPG transmitter runs a TPO of 12kW, is less
than 10 years old and is performing flawlessly. Therefore, I chose
a mid -level combining scheme with a solid-state HD Radio trans-
mitter for maximum efficiency and some level of redundancy. An
Intraplex T1 STL configuration similar to WDPR's feeds the site.
In the final configuration, the HD Radio and all multicasting and
data signals are fed into a Harris Importer/Exporter computer. All
signal processing is co -located at the studio. The signals are then
distributed to each Intraplex STL system, one for WDPR and one
for WDPG.The Flexstar exciters at each transmitter generate the
analog and digital signals.The digital signal is currently monitored
off air with a Kenwood receiver car stereo until the permanent
monitors are delivered.

The results of this project have been most gratifying. The signal
coverage is at its maximum potential. A -B listening tests with origi-
nal source material have resulted in unanimous opinions that any
differences are indiscernible. Dayton Public Radio's new facility
provides the quality, capacity and flexibility to explore and utilize
all the potential that HD Radio and Tomorrow Radio multicasting
have to offer. Dayton's Voice of The Arts now has the strongest,
clearest and most versatile voice in its history.

Stitt is president of /MS and Associates, Cincinnati, OH.

Photos by /ames H. DeYoung.
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ENCO Systems DAD

Worldwide, more and
more leading broad-
casters are counting on
ENCO for digital audio
delivery and automation.
ENCO's DAD product
family provides unparal-
leled flexibility to meet
broadcaster's needs rang-

ing from fast -paced talk -
formats and liveTV, to
fullyautomated radio
programming. When
audio content counts

and your reputation and revenues depend on it, ENCO is
your ideal broadcast automation partner. To learn more
about how DAD is helping Dayton Public Radio and over
130 other public stations across the country, e-mail us at
sales@enco.com.

www.enco.com
800-ENCO-SYS
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Dielectric IBOC Coupler and Switches
Dayton Public Radio implemented its HD

Radio broadcast utilizing a Dielectric
4.77dB IBOC coupler/injector and
motorized coaxial switches. Ideally

suited for a split-level combining sys-
tem, the coupler allows the analog -only
and hybrid analog-digital transmitter
to feed the antenna, while providing
easy switching between main and
backup operation with four switchable

operation modes. In the case where
either transmitter is tasked to oper-
ate independently, the motorized

coaxial switches bypass the 4.77dB
coupler and send the signals directly to the

antenna and test load. When mated with a matched load,
the 4.77dB couplers combine the two signals while providing
approximately 40dB of isolation between the two transmitters.
This image shows a typical sub -system with a 4.77dB coupler
and three motorized switches.

www.dielectric.com
800-341-9678

AD RTISEMENT

Audemat-Aztec Goldeneagle HD
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The Goldeneagle HD is a"smart"modulation monitor with
optional remote control capabilities. It can be installed
at the studio, at the transmitter site or anywhere station
reception is possible. The Goldeneagle HD monitors
automatically, in real time, the quality and continuity of
several FM/RBDS, AM or HD programs and notifies you
of any problem by sending an alarm via e-mail or by
triggering a relay. The Goldeneagle HD offers innovative
functions such as a spectrum analyzer, time/level align-
ment monitoring, audio streaming, automatic market
scanning, measurement analysis and storage as well as
remote control.Three versions are available: FM only,AM
only and FM/AM.

www.audemat-aztec.com
305-249-3110

TASCAM CD-RW900

The new TASCAM CD-RW900 adds a list of eagerly -re-
quested features to the most popular CD recorder available
to radio stations. Building on the success of the CD-RW750,
the CD-RW900 adds MP3 playback with ID3 tags (and direc-
tory navigation), pitch and key control, a keyboard input
(for adding CD text) and more to an already packed feature
set. It fits into two rack spaces and features unbalanced
RCA inputs and outputs as well as S/PDIF digital ins and
outs via optical and coaxial connectors.UsingTASCAM CD
recorders is simple,which is why they're the first choice for
radio stations, cable and TV operations and more.

gazine
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Now With Millenium Digital Co

You've heard the old joke. It goes; "We sure must love Standards in

our business - that's why we have so many of them!"

But that's why Ethernet makes so much sense for audio - it's the one indisputable standard for

networking. And that's why so many companies and users are coming on board to Livewire. Livewire

turns standard off -the -shelf Ethernet hardware into a high -definition IP audio network.

All these prestigious broadcast companies now offer full compatibility with any Axia device, or any

other Livewire-enabled product.

technologies
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Radio Systems model RS -18d
Livewire with 12 channels

of local analog and digital
I/O and 6 channels of

Livewire connectivity.
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the Livewire Standard is Growing by Leaps and Bounds!

II I III In 1999, Radio Systems developed the StudioHub+ CAT -5 wiring solu-

r C I I ble S T E M3IIII MP' tion which promoted a standard -form wiring protocol to interconnect

studio equipment. Axia implemented StL.dioHub+ in all their products

from the outset to make it easier for users to interface and install Livewire systems.

Now this tradition of shared standards and plug -and -play compatibility for the broadcast industry

takes another important step forward with Radio Systems consoles that offer both stand-alone functionality

and Livewire IP-Audio network connectivity. And because it's a STANDARD - Millenium consoles now also

communicate with any Axia device or any Livewire-enabled product from this growing list of manufacturers.

Radio Systems believes in standards. We believe

in communicating and working together, and in

giving our customers options rather than locking

them into proprietary platforms.

We think that you'll agree.

/////////////
////////

Local channels feature two inputs each of stereo analog
inputs with mic t-iru line -level sensitivity. Digital inputs
are AES-EBU or 5/PDIF with sample rate conversion.

Livewire channels feature a rotary encoder and
LCD two-line read-out for the display and

selection of any system -wide Livewire source.
Outputs include two stereo and one mono

bus, 13 fully programmable mix -minus
buses all in analog and digital formats.

All buses also create Livewire streams
accessible throughout the Livewire

network. Two additional local
Livewire inputs and outputs

are provided for auxiliary
applications.

Phone: 856-467-8000 Fax: 856-467-3044  www.radiosystems.com

StudioHub and StudioHub+ are trademarks of Radio Systems, Inc.
re property of their respective owners.



By Ken Nose

ontie Radio
Westwood One helps more than r

40 stations broadcast live
Westwood One is the official radio partner

for the Grammys awards show. Though pri-
marily a TV event with no radiosimulcast,

dozens of radio stations conducted live radio
broadcasts during the two days.of rehearsals
leading up to the Feb. 8 awards show. The day
before the event, I went backstage at the Staples
Center in Los Angeles and met witth Dino Tortu,
vice president of production:a r Westwood One,
who described the scope of the broadcasts. "We
have 35 domestic stations here from all major
markets, and we have about eight international
clients. Clients from China, Japan, Pot ugal,
Spain, Italy; all coming for the Grammys.

During my visit, the backstage area that h ted

44\

otograph by John Shearer/Wire Image,
courtesy of The Recording Academy.
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the radio remotes was a sea of
people and activity. All of the
stations creating remote broad-
casts were set up in a long row
with tables on either side, close
enough to the stage that the
sound of the Grammy rehearsals
cut through the din of people
who were filtering through for
interviews or performing the
broadcasts.The placement was
ideal for a live event broadcast,
as Tortu describes.

"The stations love it because
they're getting here, [and] they
get to actually hear the ambi-
ent rehearsal going on. It's very
exciting."

Having all of the stations set
up in the same area had other
benefits as well.

"We're here for two days of
rehearsals,we bring artists in for
interviews, and they stop by and talk to stations of
different markets. So for artists it is great because
they get to talk to 35 markets in an afternoon,"
said Tortu.

The typical station setup. This is WPI.J, New York.

From a technical perspective,
the challenge that Westwood
One faced was how to provide
for the different needs of each
station, while making it work
for the widely varying formats,
local time zones and on -site
technical ability that each sta-
tion might have.

How does it be everything
to everyone? The solution
was to keep it flexible, open,
and above all, simple. Tortu
described the setup provided
by Westwood One as being
straightforward. "We typically
have a very simple set up for
each station; it's just a simple
Shure M367 mixer with four
SM-58 microphones,four Koss
UR-15C headphones fed from a
Symetrix 304 headphone am-
plifier and one side of a Telos

Zephyr Xstream.They transmit via ISDN back to theirstations.They
can hear their return feeds and they can broadcast live

Additional inputs were provided on the mixer also, allowing sta-
tions to bring their own equipment for source material.

IT'S HERE NOW FROM BELAR
THE MOST COMPLETE HD RADIO MONITOR FOR DIGITAL FM

)) Radio

BELAR

92 SMH

It Includes!
 Frequency Agile Antenna and 2 High Level Inputs  RF Spectrum Analysis

 2 High Quality Analog FM Composite Outputs  Time Alignment Analysis

 8 Analog Audio Outputs, 3 AES/EBU Outputs  4 Assignable Alarm Relays

 HD Status, SIS, and PAD Data  RJ-45 Ethernet Interface

 Optional Simultaneous Decoding of HD Main and Supplemental Programs

www.belar.com
Designed, Developed, and Made in USA
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SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD
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EVENTIDE BD500 BROADCAST DELAYAna 0,
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Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed tc keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advert sers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and sma I that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and license -
protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU. and provides up to 80 seconds cf memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze furction which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay bLildup and

S

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system.
and an exclusive fast-en-sy-and-exit feature which allows
startinc a broadcast with the delay already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HC, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision Delayrm mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog and digital signals while on -air, without
audible artifacts, to main-.ain a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity of your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide® HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a registered trademark anc klicroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc 002005 Eventide Inc
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I he ISDN codecs are placed be-
tween the stations using them.

Multiple tasks
The Zephyrs were set

up so that two stations
could share one ISDN
line to transmit separate
broadcasts, using Layer
3 mono transmit, G.722
return at 64kb/sand 48kHz
sampling rate. A total of
25 ISDN lines were used,
which thanks to this ap-
proach, supported more
than 40 stations. Most of
the stations were paired to
share a single Zephyr, but
there are exceptions."One
or two will have an oddball
algorithm that doesn't
match anyone else's so
those stations get their own
Zephyr;'said Tortu.

Following the simpler -
is -better approach, the
setup was designed to
make troubleshooting
easier as well. Instead of

having a large farm of ISDN codecs in one loca-
tion, each station is provided with a small rack

Each station's audio setup is basic and easy to understand.

with the codec right next to its mixer setup. Tortu described the
benefits. "If the Zephyr farm is here, and the guy across the room
has a problem, you're here working on it, he doesn't know that. If
you're standing next to him saying 'let me help you out: it makes
him a little more sure:'

In addition to ISDN, Westwood One provided wireless Internet
connectivity because each year more and more stations bring edit-
ing programs on their laptops. Using the remote broadcast setup
provided, they have the option of taking the mixer output directly
into their laptops instead of using the ISDN codec. This allows sta-
tions to record to their laptops, convert the audio to MP3, upload
the file to an FTP site at the station and pre -feed all of the radio
bits. With this setup, some stations don't use the ISDN at all.

Ken Nose is a software engineer and audio engineer in Los Angeles.

WELCOME NAB ATTENDEE

8275 South Eastern Avenue, Suite 200
Las Vegas, Nevada  702-938-0475

S TO OUR HOMETOWN

LAS VEGAS!
CONVENTION: APRIL 22 - 27

Visit us at the Las Vegas Convention Center,
and let's talk about saving time and money
on your next studio build with our patented
technology. Complete studios for radio
stations, internet radio, and schools.

Come test our system and see special events
at our booth in the Radio Exhibit Hall.

info@efronstudios.com  www.efronstudios.com Booth: N408
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EVER WISH YOU COULD
JUST MOVE THE POST?

PLAN:
Program log shows next 2 minute local
break in network .= one :60, two :30's

REALITY:
Severe weather approaching;
Tractor trailer wreck: PM commute Goes into melt-down;
Mayor suddenly resigns in bribery scandal.

DO YOU:
a) Run spots as scheduled?
b) Get breaking news on the air immediately?
c) Return to network smoothl/ and on cue?
d) Use Audio Time Manager to do all of the above.

AUDIO TIME MANAGER is a powerful new
programming tool that lets you insert important,
unplanned content ;nto a network show, and
still keep everything on time. No more
make -goods. No more returning "already
in progress!' No loss of content.
No listener whiplasi!

If you can press two buttons, you can make
extra time when you need it. With audio quality
so v.ansparent it wi I amaze you.

Move the post instead of crashing into it.
Audio Time Manager from 25 -Seven Systems.
Because Its About Time.

-2
seven

VISIT US AT NAB 2006, BOOTH N-2513

25 -SEVEN SYSTEMS, INC.  BOSTON, MA  (888) 257-2578  WWW.25-SEVEN.COM



Field Report

Air Tools 6200
by Tim Wright, CPBE

antages of working in a major
equipment manufacturers

to show off the latest products.
e team from Symetrix/Air Tools

hicago to demonstrate the latest
offerings in IP-controlled products. One
particular item that caught the eye of the
Clear Channel engineering department was
the AirTools 6200 dual voice processor. We

Performance at a glance
Occupies 1 RU

Software -based system

Dual -channel, single -band AGC processing

Real-time configuration via multiple means

Analog and AES-3 I/O

were already familiar with the venerable
528E microphone processor-we have
several of them in each of the 28 studios at
our facility-so we were acquainted with
the favorable performance -to -cost ratio of
the Air Tools products.

A unique application
At the time of the demonstration, Clear

Channel Chicago was heavily involved in
launching HD Radio on each of our seven
stations. We were looking for products to
process an audio side -chain so that the
jocks could hear a pre -delay simulation
of what was going to air. The general con-
sensus among the engineers in attendance
was that the 6200 product was worth a try.
Though it is specifically designed with mi-
crophone processing in mind,there was no
reason it could not work as a stereo program
processor. We liked the fact that it could

be configured over the LAN using the provided software.
We also liked the idea that the front panel controls, and
there are not many could be locked so that little fingers
could not play.

A 6200 arrived just in time for the launch of one of the HD
Radio stations,so I set it up and was able to quickly con-
figure an IP address using the software supplied,a laptop
PC and a USB cable to the front -panel USB port. General
setup is possible using the front panel, but the USB was

quicker. Once
the IP address
was set to an ex-
istingsubnet on
our LAN, I used
the LAN to con-

nect. John Boehm, Clear
Channel Chicago's transmittersupervisor,

assisted with the processing, and was quickly able to
make the 6200 sound close to the PD's settings on the main
processing. We did notice a bit of inconsistency from song
to song, bul that was to be expected when comparing a
single banc processor with a multi -band processor. The
DJs, however, never noticed when we switched the 6200
online to their monitors. The product was a hit, so we
ordered several more for the other stations. I will admit
that we are lot using the 6200 on all the stations, because
aggressive main processing on two of them was hard to
match using the single band AGC of the 6200. In those
instances, we were forced to opt for a more expensive
multi -band solution from another manufacturer.

Back to its roots
Recently, a staff addition to one of the stations neces-

sitated the ability to day -part program the microphone
processing in the studio. Everyone has his own idea of
how he wants his voice to sound,and every voice is differ-
ent and needs to be processed differently,especially when
those involved have differing levels of mic technique. As I
mentioned,we are using 528Es in the air studios,and they
serve us well, but they are not programmable to change
parameters on the fly. They also require security covers
to keep the jocks from playing with the knobs. Enter the
6200. Because we were already familiar with the product,
a quick order was placed for two units to handle the four
microphones in the studio. Once again, Boehm was called
on to do the setup. He was able to do a quick off -site
configuration,once I placed the two units on the LAN,and
the next day we installed them in the studio. While jacked
into the 6200 USB port,with headphones on and sitting in
the studio,it was a simple walk-through process to make a
change. Before long,the smiles on the DJs faces told us that
the settings were righ t.Th is procedure was followed for the
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MUSICAM USA's Net -Star & RoadStar IP codecs deli'.er 20 kHz broad :E.St quality bi-directional
audio over the Internet, DSL, ADSL. LAN/NAN, cable and Satellite IF Nit -works. Both support
AAC, AAC Low DeLai MPEG Layer 2, 3, G 722 and unccmpressed LIMA P. coding!

Both are simple to operate and hare auto recogritiDi .)f the calling co: ec and built-in Web
Server remote contro4 from anywhere. NetStar can to rack or table :op mounted. RoadStar is
a portable unit compete with buil:-in 4 -channel mi<er, 48 VDC phantom.- power with analog
;CAR and AES/EBU i louts and outputs. Boti offer 8
contact closures and RS 232 ancillary data.

Find out why NetSta - and RoadSta- are the
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MUSICAM USA

RoadStar rear panel
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Held Report

balance of the day, and the following day
we fine tuned it while Boehm was at one of
the transmittersites and on the phone with
the studio. The front panel controls were
then locked out, and the settings archived
to a PC for later reference.

Air Tools

P

F

E

42 5-778-772 8

42 5-778-772 7

www.airtoolsaudio.com

symetrix@symetrixaudio.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by
well -qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of
any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be con-
sidered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

Software and connections
The 6200 truly is a software -defined product.The designer

software comes on a CD and is also available at the Air
Tools website. Configuration is accomplished by using
a graphical interface. Configurable parameters include
preamp gain, phantom power, output levels and a series
of DSP modules. These modules may be rearranged by
dragging and dropping the graphical block diagram in
the desired order. Typical DSP modules include symmetry,
high- and low-pass filtering, a shelving filter, a four -band
parametric EQ, expander, compressor and AGC. Once a
configuration is defined, it can be saved and loaded into
a daypart scheduler to change to a different processing
preset at a fixed time of day. The clock in the 6200 can be
set manually or via a time server on the network.

Audio connections on the back panel include stereo (or
dual mono) analog in and out,AES out 1 and AES out 2.
Because the primary function of the 6200 is microphone
processing,AES inputs are not provided on XLR connectors,
but they can be accessed on a special RJ-45 jack called
the Homerlink. This link can transmit four AES-3 mono
channels and receive two AES-3 mono channels over a
CAT -5 link. Specific applications are for integration with
the Air Tools Studio Matrix system for crosspoint routing.
Also on the back are RS -232 and Ethernet (10 Basel) ports
for programming. A midi port is available for use with
the optional Air Tools RC -1 controller, and a TC89/TC90
port for time code input. A Euroblock connector allows
for RS -485 control using third -party products, hardware

contact closure for remote bypass and two
software -definable analog ports for connect-
ing external 10k11 pots for physical control of
DSP functions. Finally,there is a standard IEC
three -prong jack for power input (110Vac to
240Vac, 50Hz to 60Hz).

Acoustics First
Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise
BlockAid- Control On A Roll

Vinyl Barrier to block noise. Increases wall
mass without increasing its depth. .125 inch, STC = 27

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
www.acousticsfirst.com

What can be improved
In configuring the units for microphone

processing, we discovered that even though
the front panel is software locked, the right
combination of actions can unlock the panel.
This is not documented, and I will not do so
here because I don't want the jocks finding
the secret. Although I understand the reason
for this backdoor, I would like to see it a bit
less easy to open. Also, I would like to see a
software capability to disable the front panel
USB port. I do not discount certain jocks from
trying to crack the system by plugging their
laptop into the port. Password enabling the
software interface would provide the same
level of security.

Overall,we are impressed. The unit sounds
good as a voice processor,is configurable and
provides enough presets to easily day part our
processing. In addition, its versatility allowed
us to use it in an unconventional application
for pre -HD Radio delay processing for fake
air fold back.

Wright is senior studio engineer at the Clear Chan-
nel stations in Chicago.
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the best choice.
AKG Professional Headsets are designed for on -air broadcast and recording use and come in a variety of models.

Choose between an on -the -ear or around -the -ear closed -back studio headphone with a gooseneck mounted

dynamic or condenser microphone that's response -optimized to capture vocal subtleties. With lots of useful features

like detachable input cables, intelligent microphone muting and our popular self-adjusting headband, it's easy to find

an AKG Professional Headset that's perfect for your application.

For other professional audio products, see our website: www.akg.com/us.

Fl A Harman International Company e12006MNGacos,cs MAn a rerstemel trademark o AKG Acou,-tk-s GmbH, a Itxman internanonal Indus.5. Incorporated company Believe In Your Passion"
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Field Report

DBX 286A
By Chris Wygal

ggressiye consistency and clarity is a high
priority Nor today's on -air and production
talent. In a day when radio is competing
for lipteneqhip, the guy chatting away on
the is apected to gain the listener's
attention. However, effectively processing
the human voice is tough and expensive.
While a microphone may sweeten a sea-
soned announcer's voice, or compensate
fora less -than -perfect one, an unprocessed
mic is, for the most part, unacceptable
when a station wishes to stay dynamically
competitive. Fortunately, maintaining vo-
cal punch and clarity is easy with the DBX
286A, which packs a huge dynamic bang
for a not -so -huge dynamic buck.

labeled accordingly and flows left to right: mic preamp,
compressor,de-esser,enhancer,expander/gate and output.
In the mic preampsection,gain control is available and can
boost input as much as 60dB. A four -LED meter indicates
the input level and clipping. The unit provides 48V phan-
tom power and an 80Hz highpass filter to cancel rumble.
The process bypass completely bypasses the entire unit,
making it transparent in the signal flow.

A real highlight on the 286A is the absence of ratio,
hard/soft knee, threshold and hold/release adjustments
in the compressor section. But isn't this supposed to be a
vocal processor? It is,but DBX takes a different approach
by simply offering drive and density adjustments. These
parameters basically decide "how hard and how much:'
The drive adjusts how aggressively the processor levels
and compresses the signal and the density adjusts how

;4).. 4 WP111   
WC 1111.11,1

:,

a
286A

a

Performance at a glance
80Hz highpass filter

48V phantom power

Simple adjustment controls

External insert for adding other processors

Accepts mic and line level inputs

Reduces noise

In the on -air and production studio, jus
about anyone can get behind the mic. This
is especially true in a station where in -studio
interviews are frequently created. In these
situations, voice processing must accom-
modate people who know nothing about
projection and mic placement. Even with
top quality studio mics in ideal acoustic
environments, voice fluctuations and off-
mic instances still occur. With that in mind,
I've used the system for nearly seven years
in two separate radio facilities and have
heard solid processing on every voice that
wanders into the studio.

Processing power
The 286A is a user-friendly processor.

Each stage of processing is divided and

deep the compression goes and for how long. For example,
if you really want to squash the material,turn up the drive
considerably. The adjustments are scaled one through 10,
which is easy for newbies to the world of audio processing
to use. The processing is metered on an eight -LED meter
in this section. Setting drive and density at about six to
seven is a good conservative start, but as with any proces-
sor, experimenting is important.

The next section is the de-esser. This pinpoints un-
wanted high frequencies, and sets the threshold where
the frequencies will be compressed. If the voice talent
is considerably"ess-y," for example, or if the microphone
favors high frequency response, 8kHz to 10kHz can be
compressed, or quieted. The de-esser however must be
used with great care, as I've found that incorrectly de -es -
sing can give the voice talent an unwanted lisp.

Next in the processing chain is the enhancer. These adjust-
ments are again scaled one to 10 and offer low frequency
(LF) and high frequency (HF) detail. This is essentially an
equalizing section. As with the rest of the 286A,simplicity
is paramount, and the LF and HF adjustments are more
than adequate. The LF and HF attributes intelligently
equalize vocal material. Low frequencies are accented
without creating a muddy sound, while high frequencies
are accented without creating shrill sibilance.

The expander/gate section of the 286A reduces noise
when program material is silent. Buzzing, hissing or gen-
eral unwanted noise can be attenuated,or gated, using the
expander/gate. This is a more traditional section of the
286A, as the threshold and ratio are measured in decibels
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Type A
Obsessive
Compulsive
Micromanager

We've been called a lot of things

Control Freaks!
We prefer the term control enthusiast

Model RAK-1
Intelligent Rack Accessory

 data modem
 printer por
 battery backup

Model RFC -1/B
Remote Facilities Controller

 dial -up remote control
 transmitte7. monitoring
 automated control

Sine Systems
nashville, tennessee  615-228-3500  www.sinesystems.com



Field Re' art

DBX

P

F

The rear panel of the 286A.

and ratios respectively. The user can also
create a tight and punchy sound on a kick
drum for example, or cancel noise that is
picked up by other open mics on the stage

801-568-7660

801-568-7662

customer@dbxpro.com

www.dbxpro.com

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine
feature for radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by
well -qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry.
Manufacturer support is limited to providing loan equipment
and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of
any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be con-
sidered an endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine.

or in the studio.
The final stage is the output. Any compressing or gating

can result in level changes, so increasing or decreasing
the output level at this stage is needed to set a nominal
line level output. A single LED indicates clipping.

Taking a look at the back of the 286A, the line -level out-
put is a 14" jack, and the unit accepts mic and line level
inputs,and an external processing insert for adding other
processors into the processing chain.This provides several
options in integrating the 286A. For in -studio setups, I use
the unit as a dedicated in -line mic preamp and processor.
However, for field applications, I insert it into the console
using aY-cable. The back panel displays a wiring diagram
to help.

Of the many mic preamps and processors available to
sound engineers, the DBX 286A stands out as a simple,
conservatively priced audio processor. I've used the
processor to level and compress singers, guitars, radio
voice work,and I've even used it in mastering radio spots
and music selections. It's great in the studio and in live
applications as well. The novice finds it easy to operate,
and the experienced sound designer enjoys its transparent
effectiveness.

Wygal is the programmer, engineer and Web designer for WRVL
in Lynchburg, VA.
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SYSTEL 6000
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PAW 120
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Applied Technolom

Furman Lift
by Garth Powell

abilities of electronic equipment
o increase, the quality of the

at powers them is following an
. The two even work together

to forc quality into a downward spi-
ral-as more and more PCs are plugged in
across the country, their switching power
supplies add noise to the electrical grid,
distorting low-level information and cor-
rupting digital data. Many people know that
a lightning strike can cause a devastating
power surge,but few realize that hundreds

o dB
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-40 dB

-60 dB

-80 dB

Noise Reduction vs. Frequency

10014, -,00117 IKH, 1KH? tOKHI 100KH7 1MH7 IOMH,

Comparison of a non-linear filter with the Furman Lift noise
reduction system.

of surges pass through ac lines every day,
caused by power utilities as they switch
from one transformer to another through-
out the day to adjust for peak demands.
While noise and small surges don't carry
the dramatic finality of a major surge,they
do have a destructive cumulative effect
that shortens the life of components and
impairs their performance.

As the quality of ac power continues to
worsen, the only solution is to condition
power before it reaches sensitive electron-
ics-something that many people never
take into consideration. Most people are
familiar with the plastic $10 or $20 power
strip surge protectors available at just about

any department store. While they are effective at adding
outlets,they provide little protection from surges and zero
filtration of noise.

A better way
A better solution is a power conditioner that holistically

improves the quality of the power running from the wall
into expensive electronic equipment. Furman Sound is a
manufacturer of powerconditioners and related products.
Some of the applications for its range of conditioners are
sound reinforcement, audio and video recording, broad-
casting, data processing, telecom and home theater. The
power conditioning needs of many facilities are met with
the PL -8 II, a base model that provides nine protected
outlets for a rack full of equipment. The Power Factor
Pro (floor/stage) and Power Factor Pro R (rack -mount)
power conditioners are capable of lowering the ac line
impedance supplied by wall outlets while reserving a
current surplus for peak demands. The company's AR -15
and AR -20 are voltage regulators that not only control the
level of incoming voltage, but also provide the protection
and filtration of a power conditioner. A common factor
between these devices that sets them apart from common
surge protectors and even other power conditioners is
Furman's proprietary Series Multi -Stage Protection Plus
(SMP+) technology, which incorporates non -sacrificial
surge suppression with an advanced filtration system and
automatic shutdown capabilities.

Extreme Voltage Shutdown (EVS) is an SMP+ technology
that protects equipment against sustained overvoltage situ-
ations such as accidental connections of 120V equipment
to a higher -voltage outlet (usually 220V). These accidents
are most likely to occur when setting up equipment in
unfamiliar outside venues, or in new builds or during
renovations where new power drops get mislabeled, or
even go unlabeled. While surges are transitory, extreme
voltage situations last as long as the equipment remains
plugged in-or until an EVS-equipped power conditioner
blocks the power supply to all connected components
and critical circuits, which it does if the voltage rises to
15 percent above nominal or higher.

The surge of power
Surges are a different matter, both in their cause-a vari-

ety of events not directly related to human error-and in
their transitory nature. Powerful surges can be assuddenly
destructive as extreme voltage situations, and their dangers
are well known, even if people inaccurately believe that
lightning is theirsole source. However, also dangerous are
the small surges that occur dozens to hundreds of times
daily, causing accumulative damage to sensitive circuitry.
Look for a power conditioner that can protect equipment
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from surges of any size or frequency without sustaining any
damage,and therefore don't require maintenance. Power
conditioners equipped with Furman's Series Multi -Stage
Protection (SMP) circuit can handle multiple 6,000V and
3,000A pulses without sustaining any damage.

Another important criterion for determining a surge
suppressor's effectiveness is its clamping voltage-the
specification that indicates how much voltage will pass
through the device into the electronics it protects. Furman's
SMP circuit clamps surges at 188V peak. Other condition-
ers on the market that claim to be non -sacrificial employ
circuits with extremely high clamping voltages. Though
this may save the powerconditioner from sacrificing itself,
it thwarts the unit's main purpose of preventing high volt-
ages from passing through to connected equipment.

The third feature of SMP+ is Linear Filtering Technol-
ogy (Lift), which is designed to counter electrical noise.
Particularly through the 1980's, ac contamination has
steadily grown worse; a trend that closely correlates
with the proliferation of the personal computer and its
accompanying switching power supplies. Noise distorts
low -frequency information, which defines the harmon-
ics, instrument timber, spatial cues and other signals that
provide resolution and depth to high -end audio. Linear
filtration significantly lowers the noise floor, thereby un-
covering this important low-level information.

Traditional non-linear filters can lower noise in some
octaves but not others, which results in resonant peak-
ing that can actually add more than 10dB of noise to the
incoming ac line. The error they make is in assuming
that real -world electrical impedances are constant,such

as the type manufacturers produce in the
lab environment. The effect of non-linear
filtration is perhaps most noticeable by
discriminating technicians who have
complained-rightly so-that many power
conditioners re -equalized their carefully
calibrated systems. In the strictest sense,
a 400Hz tone at 90dB will be rendered
unchanged regardless of ac noise or the
filtering system that's used.

However, a 10kHz signal that is occur-
ring simultaneously at 60dB below the
fundamental 400Hz tone will be affected
by ac noise that is induced 50dB below the
400Hz tone. Simply put, the ac noise that
is coupled into electronics may be higher
in level than much of the low-level signal
it is attempting to record or reproduce,
resulting in a masking effect. Furman's Lift
ensures noise reduction along a smooth,
linear curve with no resonant peaking to
preserve low-level signals.

Producing audio is more than knowing
how to play an instrument or handle a
workstation mixer. Because electricity is
a key component of producing sound,
manage the power that is fed into sensitive
electronic equipment carefully.

Powell is senior product designer at Furman
Sound, Petaluma, CA.

BROADCAST FURNITURE

Omnirax from Design to Production
 At Omnirax we work together with you from initial design

concept all the way through finished product, ensuring fiat
your furniture will provide you with years :3f satisfied use.

 Our strength is forging partnership relations where we can
use our expertise to turn your ideas into reality. We are able
to work to your exacting specifications or provide comprehensive
design services that remove the guesswork from your investment.

 Our CAD/CAM process ensures precision fit and finish,
repeatability, and ease of modification. All of our designs arc
rendered in the computer prior to manufacturing. We arc able to
make alterations and adjust to your equipment, guarant2eing you
not only get what you want, but exactly what you need.

 We arc small enough to give every job the personal
touch, large enough to outfit a complete facility.

 The measure of our success is the achievement
of a synthesis of form, function and ergonomic
anion.

P 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

K FRC
San Francisco, CA

LAI) drawing

.A I) rendering

<Oa San Franc,

KOIT Orr
San Francisco, CA

The Engineer's Choice!
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Intraplex Netxpress
By Steve Edie

s otigforacquiringtechnologiesshould
we' heavily on obtaining integrated solu-
ti hat provide the least complexity in

I -too -complex radio environment.
ools should fit with the existing infra-

structure and provide flexibility to expand
into new methods of content sharing and
distribution. Bandwidth limitations are a
typical roadblock and are nothing new
to anyone who has transported critical
audio. In the past, the solution has been
expensive-bandwidth is available in
linear increments (T1, ISDN)-with each

additional link increasing costs linearly.
What is needed is a cost-effective way to
increase bandwidth and capabilities within
and between facilities across the country
and around the world:equipment that can
serve as the facility's STL orstudio-to-studio
link,and when needed,expand to provide
bi-directional communications (audio,
data voice) within a group of affiliated
stations/studios and transmitters.

T1 vs. IP-based Ethernet
As reported in the online publication

Heavy Reading "Ethernet is a widely used,
simple, cost-effective, granular and scale -
able technology that can enable service
providers to roll out and quickly provision
a range of tailored services at competitive
prices-leveraging a lower cost base than
that associated with traditional transport
and switching technologies....Legacy
services offer no compelling value."

TI dedicated circuits have long been
the long-distance wireline technology of
choice.They offer dedicated,point-to-point,
bidirectional communication at guaran-
teed data rates. They are also expensive.

A recent review of FCC tariffs in the Midwestern United
States shows that a T1 line typically costs $400 to $450
plus mileage costs of around $100 to $300 per month. A
typical cost of $600 to $700, or $420 per Mb/s of data per
month, is required and will serve only the basic needs for
one broadcast channel.

The Internet has changed many things,including the cost
and concept of bandwidth. Ethernet wide area network
(WAN) connections are becoming ubiquitous throughout
the world. Ethernet services account for nearly 66 percent
of all new data services installed during the last two years in
the United States. For a similar price as a T1 line, customers
can get a 10Mb/s Ethernet Private Line (EPL) with six times
the bandwidth. This additional bandwidth can support
multiple audio channels over an STL and studio -to -studio
sharing of audio and data from anywhere in the world.
Other applications might include transmitter telemetry
and remote control,surveillance and confidence monitor-
ing. Whether you're looking for cost savings or increased
bandwidth,moving from dedicated TI services to IP-based
services over Ethernet is worth considering.

The cost of additionalTDM/T1 circuits increases linearly.
The scaleable nature of Ethernet changes this dynamic.
In 2005, the typical cost increase from a service provider
to go from a 10Mb/s link to 100Mb/s is two times. This is a
substantial difference from the expected 10 -time increase.
For about the cost of two T1 lines (3Mb/s), a user can
have 100Mb/s of Ethernet connectivity to manage and
expand their offerings.

When considering the use of an EPUWAN link, it's im-
portant to consider other services and applications that
the provider has available. For instance, the additional
cost of the 100Mb/s connection may allow voice over IP
(VoIP) service to lower phone costs, off -site data storage
for mission critical information and other applications to
reduce the overall cost of operations. There are currently
more than 120 service providers offering Ethernet services
in the United States for enterprise customers.

Partners in migration
Migrating from T 1 circuits to an IP-based system is an

adventure that,until recently,was not for the faint-hearted.
Moving to IP-based systems required numerous devices
from various manufacturers as well as an IT expert capable
of integrating and troubleshooting. At best, this was an ex-
pensive venture-typically only attempted by well -funded
organizations. At worst,attempts at this type of migration
produced only large expenses with no working solution.
Down the road, support could easily have become an
issue because of the various manufacturers involved.

IP-based systems present numerous challenges to sys-
tems that operate in real time. Program audio. streaming
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Looking to
touch your
listeners?

APHEX MODEL 230 MASTER VOICE CHANNEL
Introducing the Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel the most powerful processor ever designed specifically for yoke.

Voices will be bigger, more preserit, more intimate, more intelligible and more consistent. Its ;omprehensive complement of exclusive

proprietary features kings these benefits to any yoke - from a thundering bombast to a whisperingwaif - without changing its essential quality.

 %It Mt.* (MAX, MR
Y.VI

" 0 "' 

r.

Every element of the Model 230 is superior to any other voice processor's similar function...

 The RPA tube preamplifier provides warmth, image and detail.

 The Easyrider (ompressor controls output levels without pumping or breathing.

 The logic -Assisted Gate won't false trigger or cut off wo ds

 The Split Band De-esser effectively cuts sibilance w thout lulling.

 The Big Bottom and Aural Exciter ]dd resonance, depti, presence and clarity.

 The parametric E0 takes care of any frequency anomalim with surgical precision.

 Post -processing insert point, -10dBV 3nd +4dBu analog c utputs, 24/ 96 digital outputs on AES3,

S/PDIF and Optical, word clock I/O, and a cough switch with soft mute allow the Model 230 to

be easily interfaced into any system

So if you ore looking to touch your listener's, you should be looking at the Aphex Model 230.

www.aphex.com
© 2005 Aphex Systems All Rights Reserved Designed and manufa:tured in the USA

Genuine
API-IEX
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media and other high priority data need
to arrive at their destination reliably, with
minimum delay and in a manner that
appears seamless. IP-based systems were
not designed for that. Instead they were
designed to get data from point A to point B
in a reasonable time (typically measured in
tens of milliseconds to seconds,depending
on network traffic), and if something got
lost along the way, it was resent whenever

T1 vs. IP Cost Comparison

°W"I=MME1==
T1

--M- IPAMIN
1 10

Data Rate, Mb/s
100

Figure 1. Comparison of T1 vs. IP costs.

nvestigator V 3.0
Available May 1

FM...AM...or Both

You choose!
Visit Alex At
Booth N4015

riSoftware, Inc.
innovative engineering tools

Now even more information and reports
at your fingertips. Our newest tool Layer
Export creates separate .bmp maps.
Import these into any paint program
and create presentation quality maps.

Call 351.361.1100 Visit wiverlsoftware,com Today

possible. Although that type of network may work fine for
getting a file to the printer or browsing a static Web page,
it is not acceptable within a broadcast setting.
A managed platform approach to professional audio

transport over IP Intraplex Netxpress offers not only audio
transport but also a suite of hardware and software tools
to manage and implement a variety of digital services
over packet -switched networks. Hardware redundancy,
network monitoring and error mitigation as well as input
policing, allow broadcasters to migrate services off of
dedicated lines and onto readily available and lower cost
IP networks. Additionally,Intraplex Netxpress is designed
to use existing Intraplex modules.

Netxpress provides a bridge between a station's current
infrastructure and the networked systems needed for
upcoming product offerings including HD Radio, data
services and audio streaming applications over the Inter-
net. You can begin with just two Netxpress frames, one at
the studio and the second at the transmitter. Add a third
at a sister station across town and both studios can share
content. Either studio can feed the transmitter. A fourth
unit at a second transmitter means you have real backup
capabilities in the event of a disaster. Either studio can
feed either transmitter,or both. All that is needed are a few
simple configuration changes. A fifth unit located halfway
across the country at the group's corporate base cou Id easily
share and provide content to any of the other four.

Netxpress offers new possibilities for content sharing,

PODCAST YOUR NEWS. EASILY.
Burli's newsroom system creates podcasts of any news
audio with a single command. No XML editing, no header
formatting, no techie stuff at all.

Complete news production for radio.
Now with podcasting.

www.burli.com I info@burli.com
Booth N800 at NAB 2006
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collaboration and sys-
tem -level redundan-
cies. Radio groupscan
consolidate studios
and share content
among multiple loca-
tions, while national
broadcasters can
more easily feed multiple transmitters from a few primary
studios. Having the audio as a series of digital packets also
makes it easy to use standard server technology for store -
and -forward as well as streaming applications.

Inherent value
IT personnel will tellyou that much of theircost reduction

is done through centralized management and deployment
of software and services. Intraplex Netxpress provides
the capabilities and monitoring tools needed to support
centralized management of IT and audio services. This is
done through SNMF,'Web browsers, software downloads
that allow immediate return to a previous version and
access to network statistics. With this Netxpress can be
used in varied applications including point-to-point and
point -to -multi -point audio transfer;multiple audio programs
using multiple compression algorithms (or no compres-
sion); support for existing PBX/PABX telephone systems:
and a variety of data circuits, even those not inherently
designed for IP transport.

Service Data Rate (Mb/s) Cost ($/months Bandwidth Cost ($/Mb/s)

T1 1.544 $600-700 $420

Ethernet Private Line 10 $600-1,000 $80

Ethernet Private Line 100 $1,500-2,000 $18

Table 1. Cost comparison of various types of connectivity.

As various services are centralized and
moved from TI TDM circuits,engineering
resources can be redeployed into other
areas, such as moving ancillary services
off of dedicated systems and onto Netx-
press,simplifying the system and increas-
ing resource and bandwidth utilization.
Monitoring tools show problems and
areas that can be better utilized. Hardware
redundancy keeps minor problems from
affectingservices. With broadcast services
and IT functions built on the same plat-
form,the need for spares is reduced.

Edie is the Intraplex product manager at
Harris, Cincinnati.

Reference: Heavy Reading, Stan Hubbard,
"Ethernet Services Carrier Scorecard: North
America": Vol. 3, No. 7, April 2005

RWC1000K
Real World Network Certifier

INSTALLING
NE

DIGITAL EQUIPIvI7If you're working with

4110"P CAT5e or CAT6, this is
a 1VIUST HAVE" piece

AND

SYSTEMS YOUR ONLINE SOURCE FOR
-.corn CABLE, CONNECTORS, RACKS,

TORE TOOLS, TEST GEAR, & MORE...

www.SystemsStore.com

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

See us
at NAB
Booth
N1319

COAXIAL DYNAMICS has been a leading
manufacturer of precision equipment for the
measurement and termination of RF power
for over 25 years. Our equipment is used by
engineers and technicians in a wide variety
of applications throughout the world.

Check out our website
for more information!
www.coaxial.com

6800 Lake Abram Drive
Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
440-243-1100  800 -COAXIAL

Fax: 440-243-1101
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The Radio Technology Leader recognizes
the radio technology leaders and innovators

WIlile history recognizes Guglielmo Marconi
as the father of wireless communication, it
was Canadian Reginald kibrey Fessenden

who showed the world that it was possible to
send the human voice via wireless. On Dec.
24. 1906. he transmitted the first audio signals.
He played an Ediphone recording of Handel's
Largo. played Oh Holy Night on the violin and
read from the Bible. This event proved that
wireless communication could be used for
more than simple Morse code.

History has recorded many pioneering ad-
vances in technology. and a great number of
them have molded radio broadcasting into
the technology that it is today and is becom-
ing tomorrow.

To celebrate radio's 100 years of audio
transmission. Radio magazine is preparing
a special tribute to the technology of radio
broadcasting. and we want your help.

68 April 2006

We will recognize the top 100 technology innovations that
have influenced radio's evolution or are used in radio today.
You can help us identify this technology.

Send your ideas to radio@prismb2b.com. While the name of
the product or technology is the basic information. include as
much information about your submission as you can. Submit
complete products or general technologies. We'll create a list
of all the ideas and have a panel of Radio magazine readers
and contributors determine the final list.

Well announce the results in the December issue-just
in time to celebrate the 100th anniversary of Fessenden's
accomplishment.

E-mail your ideas to radio@prismb2b.com by
Aug. 1. 2006. Everyone who submits an idea will

be entered into a drawing to win a Radio magazine
t -shirt. Submit as many ideas as you like. It will
also help us if you tell us why you think your

idea should he recognized.

www.beradio.com



COMPLETE
MICROPHONE
TO ANTENNA
TECHNICAL
SERVICES

BALSYS
TECHNOLOGY GROUP. INC.
RIMMO INIGASCAET TSOSIIKAL

Complete Systems Integration
Studio and RF Systems Installation, Test,

& Documentation

HD Radio Transmission
Factory Authorized By Several Manufacturers
For HD Installation & Certification

Plug & Play Transmitter Buildings
Solid Reinforced Concrete Shelters With All
Equipment Installed, Tested, & Documented -
Ready For Simplified Site Build

BALSYS
WOOD ARTS, INC.

Custom Broadcast Studio Furniture
High Quality, Distinctive, & Rugged Studio
Furnishings - Designed & Fabricated For
The Specific Studio & Application

C YSTRE EMScom

OTO
SystemsStore
Your Online Source for Cable, Connectors,
Punchblocks, Racks, Wire Management,

Test Equipment, Tools, & Problem Solvers
To Complete Any Technical Installation.

fl

rd

BALSYS COMPANIES  930 Carter Road #228-234, Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA
T: 407.656.3719  F: 407-656-5474  www.Balsys.com  www.SystemsStore.com



New Products ivascocois-J
By Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

Antenna
Dielectric
NAB booth C2020

EVIVee: The FMVee an-
tenna offers useful char-
acteristics for FM stations
desiring the advantages
of top mounting and
combined -station op-
eration. This antenna
is designed for digital,
analog or both types
of service. With a full
20MHz bandwidth and
power ratings for up to
10 Class C stations, this
system is useful for mul-
tistation operation. For

analog and digital services, this antenna
provides a means of combining the signals
at the antenna element level, eliminating
the need for inefficient signal injecting or
mid -level combining.

800-341-9618: fax 201-655-7120

twnv.the e ctri c. c 0 m dcsaleadielectric.com

Speaker cable
Belden
NAB booth C1655

Brilliance Low Cap: The
cable's performance gains
are achieved through the use
of high -conductivity, oxygen -
free copper conductors that
are void of impurities. The
speaker cables are available
with 10, 12, 14 or 16 AWG
bare copper conductors
and feature round, brightly
colored and satin -finished
PVC jackets. Distinctively

colored jackets provide ascending/de-
scendingsequential markingsat 2'intervals
and print legends that incorporate location
information and also facilitate accurate,
streamlined installation.

800-8111:11311: fax 165-983-5294

vnwdelden.cam: info@belden.com

Exstreamer Gold
Barix Technology
NAB booth N1531
IP audio distri-
bution: The
Exstreamer
Gold isan MP3
player that can
pull digital audio from the
network while converting it into music or
voice. This device features a built-in amplifier and speaker
output.The system communicates over a standard network
connection with PCs, digital audio servers, Internet radio
stations and analog audio sources using the Instreamer
audio encoder. The unit offers audio synchronization
technology built in to allow more than one unit to be
installed. It is controlled using a standard Web browser
or IR remote control (Barix accessory).

+41 43 43322 11: fax +4144 2742849

www.barix.com; infoOmix.com

Audio networking system
Harris
NAB booth C807
PR&E Vistamax Envoy: This system provides a way to
achieve simple audio networking. It can be rack -mounted
anywhere network inputs and outputs are required, in-
cluding talk, on -air, production or news studio. Vistamax
Envoy also is a way to expand inputs and outputs on an
existing Vistamax system.

800-622-0022; fax 513-459-3890

www.broadeasthatrisam: broadcast@lianis.com

Audio networking system
Audioarts Engineering
NAB booth N1815

111Prielell9MINIM
MR.

AE -Net 8: Designed for small- to mid -market stations,the
system connects as many as eight studios and operates
autonomously with no external PC required other than for
initial set-up and source naming. Once configured,the PC
can be disconnected and the system will run stand-alone.
Installation requires eight CAT -5 cables that interconnect
eight studios.The router is capable of 44.1kHz, 48kHz or
external sync operation.

252-638-7000; fax 252-635-48547

www.wheatatone.com: sales@wheattone.com

Solid-state transmitter
Crown Broadcast
NAB booth N3912
FM1OK: The Crown F11,110K is a 10kW solid-state transmitter with features such as a wideband frequency
range, a small footprint and a three-year warranty

800-262-8919

vnirturownbroadcast.com: hasalavairecl.com
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Laura Mir
Chief Broadcast Engineer
Rodeo Free Europe/Rodeo Liberty
Washington. DC

STUDIOHUB-1-i
cAsTING rAi l
"I started with Radio Free Europe/Radio I:berty 3 years ago as
a contractor for Radio Systems, which was my first exposure to the
StudioHub product. Back then, I had no idea that this job would
evolve into becoming the chief engineer for the station, and I also
had no idea how useful StudioHub would become."

"Now 3 years later, I can say that things are working great and it is
easier than ever to get exactly what signals I want, where I want
them."

"When installing the studios, the biggest advantage to using the
StudioHub system is that it is so much easier to wire and connect
up than standard audio wiring. There's no soldering. It's basically
plug and play. It's a real neat, clean system."

"When problems are diagnosed, whether they are audio related or
software related, we can plug and play and get ourselves back on
the air a lot quicker than we could have before StudioHub."

CONNECT EVERYTHING

THE CAT -5 STUDIO WIRING SOLUTION

Studios
Join a cast of thousands who now count on StudioHub+,
THE broadcast wiring solution.

Stud oHub+ is the CAT -5 wiring system that lets you plug
and play all your studio and rack -room equipment with an
elegant system of pre -made cables and adapters.

StudioHub+ is the universal analog and digital approach to
wiring all your broadcast gear.

See the Movie!
Log on to www.studiohub.com/themovie
to view scenes of RFERL and hear the
whole RFERL/StudioHub+ story from
Laura Mir, Director, Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty and the sequel from 8 other
St idioHub+ sites around the US.

Radio Systems, Inc.  601 Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000  FIK: 856-467-3044  www.studiohub.com
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T1/E1 multiplexer
Kronos
NAB booth N4519

a a.

oig   ob.   4r
-

El/T1 Multiplexer. This system transports
voice channels, audio and data across
2.048Mb/s or 1.544Mb/s structured links,
using time -division multiplexing (TDM).
The multiplexer supports four El or T1
links. It is possible to drop and insert
time slots across any of the connected
T1 circuits. Audio coding options are J41,
J42,J57, ISO MPEG Layer II, ISO MPEG 1/2
Layer 111,0711 and G722.

213-121-1161c int 173-118-1165

amulinKsi150.1miuse

Upgrades and Updates
Broadcast Electronics has added expanded tunc-

tions to The Radio Experience with new studio
applications for text generation and management
as well as an RBDS generator and RBDS data
receiver. (www.bdcast.com) ... Firstcom Music
has released its 15 libraries in the Broadcast Wave
file (BWF) format. More than 2,000 CDs contain-
ing about 40,000 compositions are included in
this update. (www.firstcom.com) ... Gepco is
now shipping its X -Band microphone cable. The
flexible, high -bandwidth cable series has been
designed for use in critical recording studio facili-
ties or live sound venues. (www.gepco.com) ...

Audemat-Aztec has received Ibiquity Digital cer-
tification on the Goldeneagle HD AM monitoring
unit with a spectrum analyzer option. Audemat-
Aztec received certification of its Goldeneagle HD
FM in October 2005. (www.audemat-aztec.com)
... Audio Design Associates (ADA) has begun ship-
ping several models of tuners with HD Radio re-
ception capability, including multicast decoding.
(www.ada-usa.com) ... Vorsis has added software
enhancements to its GUI of the AP3. Users of the
remote monitoring software now have the choice
between two processing modes: production and
air chain. (www.vorsis.com)

Introducing the FIRST Analog
& HD Digital FM Translators.

The TRX-HD Series from

ATRANSMITTER CORPORATION
www.armstrongtx.com

ARMSTRONG

All of your listeners can now hear your
analog and HD Radio"' Programming!

Visit us at NAB 2006 Booth N 611
in the Radio Hall

I ID Radio' is a registered trademark of iBiquit!. Digital Corporation

Portable CD recorder
Ma ra ntz
NAB booth N600

CDR632: This CD recording technology
hosts sync (level -dependent) recording,
and programmable auto fade-in and auto
fade-out recording. Any CD -R recordable
or CD-RW re -recordable disc media may
be used for recording,and the system can
playback unfinalized CD -R and CD-RW
discs. Data and digital audio disc formats
are supported for CD -R and CD-RW. MP3
playback is available from CDs,allowing for
long playback times. There is a MP3 direc-
tory feature for easy navigation to the exact
file the user wants to play. CD text display is
supported And CD text may be entered from
the front panel. Features such as power -on
play allow audio to begin playing back as
soon as the unit is powered up. It offers four
playback modes: continuous, shuffle, pro-
grammable and single -play. Stereo analog
I/Os are provided, as are RCA and TOSlink
digital I/O in S/PDIF format.

MI-141-13nis 1011-1411-11152

iied-appusi
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Energy-Onix
Studio -to -transmitter link
NAB booth N3335

Telelink II: This link offers Linux-based hardware and
software that permits broadcast quality STL over a reliable
Internet or LAN connection. Service can be provided
anywhere network access is available.

518-158-1690: fax 518-758-1476

wvm.eaergy-aaix.com: energy-onix@energy-onix.com

Sonifex
A/D-D/A converter

NAB booth N4507

RB-ADDA2: A new version of the combined stereo RB-
ADDA A/D-D/A converter, this system is 192kHz,24-bit com-
patible. Features of this converter include an optical input
and output, front -panel push-button controls and separate
AES/EBU and word -clock synchronizing inputs so that the
A/D and D/A sections can be used independently.

201-713-2424: fax 201-713-2422

www.independeataufacom: infaindependentaadio.com

New Products
Enco
Content adaptive
processing
NAB booth N617, C2507F

CAP Content Adaptive Processing enables
instant changes to Omnia audio process-
ing settings based on currently playing
content. The optimum audio processor
setting for voice, genre, recording age or
other variation can be defined in DAD'S
library, automatically providing unique
sound quality without compromise. CAP
resets the processor automatically for live
content when automation is not running
providing complete flexibility forachieving
the perfect sound.

248-821-4440; fax 248-821-4441

vAwanco.com; sales@enco.com

co

tz

WFDF Radio in Motown, USA
Eight .wers, 50KW, DA -2

AM lagio DA
Phasing System:
The Way II eight To Ba

Built for the digital revolution for Radio Disney by Kintronie Labs.

P,#_F Ppr !!_11,11ry!
423.878.3141 fax 423.878.4224 Email: ktl@kintronic.com www.kintronic.com
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New Products mariroolc5
Accessories, rack systems
Middle Atlantic Products
NAB booth SL118I

Music Accessories:
This brand includes
pop filters, rack sys-
tems, rack panels, fan
systems, storage and
hardware. The flagship
introduction of the line
is the Split Screen Pop
Filter with Air Pressure
DispersionTechnology
(APDT). It provides an
optimized separation
space between two
screens to diffuse harsh
consonants as well as

an added measure of air dispersion. The
Ultra -Quiet Fan Panels will enable cooling
while quiet fan operation will not disrupt
live recording.

913-839-1011; fax 973-839-1916

www.middleatlantic.com: sales@middleatlantic.com

Analog, digital translator
Armstrong Transmitter
NAB booth N611

TRX-HD series: Designed to transition a translator sta-
tion from analog -only broadcasting to digital, the TRX-HD
receives an FM station's entire signal payload over the air,
including its HD Radio digital component. The signal
content is transferred to the TRX-HD transmit side for
retransmission on the translator frequency. The TRX-HD10
provides 10W in the hybrid digital mode, the TRX-HD50
provides 50W hybrid digital,and the TRX-HD100 is a 100W
hybrid digital translator. Higher hybrid power levels are
achieved by adding an Armstrong solid-state amplifier.

315-673-1269: fax 315-673-9972

vawarmstrongbumm: salsaarmstrongluom

Remote monitoring
Wit

NAB booth N3039
Easi-8: By connecting this Ethernet -based remote moni-
toring and control system to a LAN hub, concentrator or
Ethernet switch, the system can be accessed from almost

anywhere in the world. A unit will monitor

The Modular Advantage

Acoustic Systems' Studios offer:

11.1

"U"'"'SYSTEMS
A Division of ETS  LINDGREN

 Predetermined
Acoustic
Performance

 Custom
Configurations

 Architectural
Integration

 Financial and
Tax dvantages

Contact U5 at:
800.749.1460

www.acousticsysterns.com
infogacousticsystems.com

'1 he .5c -it -nee of Silence

eight inputs and each input can be individu-

ally set as metering (voltage monitoring) or
status (binary). Multiple units can be tied
together via the software control panel to
monitor more than eight sources. Voltages
from zero to 160V ac or dc can be measured
and set to auto -ranging or user -defined at one,
four,16,64 or 256V full scale.The ac frequency
tolerance ranges from 20Hz to 400Hz.

801-326-1300: fax 801-553-9433

wwwwitinc.net info@witinc.net

Router and console control
surface

Sierra Automated Systems
NAB booth N907

Riolink-Rubicon: Riolink now operates
stand-alone as a 32x32 router and mixer
in conjunction with a Rubicon,Rubicon-SL
or Rubi-T console control surface. Add a
second Riolink for 32x32 audio1/0,analog
and digital.

818-840-6149: fax 818-840-6151

www.sasaudio.corftsalesesasaudio.com
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New Products

T1 and IP codec
Audio Processing Technology
NAB booth N1217

Woridnet Oslo Updates: New options for the Worldnet
Oslo have been added for increased flexibility. An IP
transport is now available in addition to the existing El/T1
connection options. The Ethernet interface can also be
used for WAN/LAN data transfer. A Quad Encoder and
Decoder module that offers foursimplex channels per card
has been added. Using a Quad Simplex Card along with a
duplex stereo card will provide a 5.1 transport method.

323-483-2963: fox 323-4831878

*wampum aptionkeiegapbrxas

Signal processor
Vorsis
NAB booth N1815
HD P-3: This HD Radio multi -band processor features an
interactive user interface that provides remote monitoring
and control.
252-638-7000: tax 252-635-4851: vitvwvorsicsac soissaversiuss

Dielectric Communications
Switchless combiner
NAB booth C2020
Opto-SXFM: Dielectric's Opto-SXFM combines the outputs
of two transmitters operating at power levels up to 35kW,
allowing for a total combined power level of 70kW. The
Opto-SXFM allows switching between transmitters under
power, eliminating the need for powering down to complete
the switching process. The system uses a patented non -
contacting coaxial phase -shifter design,providing a phase
shift of at least 180° at three distinct shift positions.

201-655-4555: Fax 207155-1128

www.dielectric.com: dcsalesedielactlicas

Audioarts Engineering 10C-16
Input/output center
NAB booth N1815

IOC -16: This audio routing and switching system switches
16x16 stereo signals per switcher. Inputs and outputs
can be a combination of analog or digital signals, and it
combines 24 logic ports with multiple I/O centers, which
may be linked together though AE Net to build a 256x256
mixed signal matrix.The Audioarts I/O Center works with
AE Net and Net 75 Panels.

252-838-7000; fax 252-636-411541

trawwwhaststmonst alesOwbeitstuas.con

Time reference for
digital sync
Symetrix
NAB booth N2414
Lucid Genx 192: Designed to fit in a vari-
ety of digital audio situations, this system
provides a low jitter master clock reference
in a variety of digital audio formats. It is
capable of handling sampling frequencies
up to 192kHz,and it features two operating
modes that are accessed through the front -
panel interface. A Sync Source knob allows

the operator to choose internal reference
and distribution functions. In distribution
mode, an external AES or word clock sync
source fed into the device appears at each
of the Genx192 s 14 sync outputs. The unit
also includes circuitry that examines the
word clock connections and indicates,via
a rear -panel LED, whether that particular
connection is properly terminated.

425-737-3722: fax 425-787-3211

tvirtuyeetkarnium synaliaesymeixoriszam

s.3
c
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WD Radio
1 -111 -PRO Broadcast quality Tunell

 Two HD Radio" Tuners.
 1Vvo Rack -Units Tall (3.51.
 Gold lrridited Chassis.

Split -Mode Capability fo- si-
multaneous analog/digi-
tal comparison.

4 -Line LCD Data Display.
Full -Function Control

 Dual Stereo 20 -Step VU
Meters with Peak -Hold
Indicator.

15 watt Stereo Headphone
Amplifier with A/B Switch
& Volume Control.

Factory Direct $3500
1 -800 -HD -AUDIO
www.ada-usa.com

 Dual 7512 Antenna Inputs.
 Stereo Analog Outputs.
 TOS-Link Optical Outputs.

+ 10dBV Balanced Analog
Outputs.

 Balanced Digital Outputs.
 ADA Bus® Data Port.
 Ethernet T10/100 or RS -232

Control Port for PC Con-
trol of the HD Pro.

 Free PC Software.
 Relay Contact Warning Out-

puts for Signal, HD, &
Audio Loss. Kapocomreo wn

si "a 'cites
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New Products N. R(o of
Interface for
IDI 20 importer
Broadcast Electronics
NAB booth N1808
Dashboard: A new Dashboard interface
helps the company's IDI 20 data importer
in encoding the HD Radio bitstream for
HD2 multicasting. This importer includes

a click -and -go
startup feature
that can be
remotely ac-
cessed through
a network or In-
ternet connec-
tion. A default
TCP/IP com-
munication
link between
the IDI 20 and

FSI 10 HD Radio signal generator is also
part of the upgrade to improve system ro-
bustness and reduce network packet losses
typical of earlier UDP communications.

211-224-9600; fat 211-224-9607

mrsdalcastaw llcast@bicastan

Find the mic winner
February issue

Congratulations to

Marion Luther
of WIOJ, Jacksonville, FL.

His name was drawn from the correct entries
for the February issue. He won the Heil PR -30

from Transaudio Group.

The mic icon was in the trees on the left side.

TRANSAODIO

BROADCASTING
www.transaudiogroup.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to beradio.com.

Rugged
optical
connectors
Neutrik
NAB booth N3518
Opticalcon:The new system is based on a standard optical
LC -Duplex connection,however,these connectors ensure
a safe and rugged connection. It enables four copper
wires to run power or data signals. A special SMPTE-ver-
sion 1 has been optimized for broadcast applications,
which provides an additional ground -shell contact. To
create a simplified installation, the user can connect a
conventional LC -Duplex connector on the rear, which
causes the chassis connector to act as a feed -through. The
cable connector comes pre -assembled with a choice of
three mobile field cables,which can be ordered at almost
any length.

Breakout boxes
Digigram
NAB booth N1222
Bob8, Bob 12: The Bob8 features four analog and digital stereo input con-
nectors plus four analog and digital stereo output connectors. It works
well with the PCX882HR,PCX881HR,VX882HR,VX881HR sound cards. The
Bob12 features connectors for one analog and digital stereo input as well
as six analog digital stereo outputs and is designed specifically to work
with the PCX1222HR and PCX1221HR sound cards. Like Bob8, Bobl2
offers four mounting configurations.

103-875-9100: fax 103-815-9161: twaLigignmam iiperaligigram.can

132-901-9488: fax 132-901-9608

twavuovaillac ide@usedancom

Digital mic processor
Vorsis
NAB booth N1815
M-1: Part of the growingVorsis family,this is a low-cost,digital mic processor
that features an interactive user interface that provides remote monitoring
and control.

252-638-1000: fax 252-635-4851: VAVVIIII1e.0011C Warthog:basal

Distribution amp

*A EQ --L
NAB booth C6033
DA -26: This analog audio distribution
amplifier feeds one input to 12 outputs or two inputs to six
outputs in 1RU. Each output features its own level control and galvanic
isolation in all inputs and outputs through audio transformers.

954-581-1999: fax 954-581-7133: wittuaglandcastam seles@aeqbroadcastan

::---111t44041))
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SRC -8 III
The SRC -8 III is a computer interlace to the real world. Caveat Stoup an RS -232 a RS -422 seta port the SRC -
8 HI can notify your PC scavatire program that any ci 8 ocetwisciated routs have been opened or dosed and allows
your software to control eight SPOT 1-ane relays Corm erns with fie SRC -8 III can be accomptished via short
burst" type ASCII or trey corn -nerds from your PC (=route mode) Aso. Ne ails can be operated in a stanch cre
:node Musteristave °axial to fain a 'Relay extensit cord: wet 8-chamels dcaftrol in each direction The unit can

t;.,3 rates up to 38400 The SRC -8 III may be expanded to 32 input x 32 outputs

11111111111  
SRC -32
The SRC -32 cider nteire b te reel *old Correction trout an RS -232 a RS -422 save pat the SRC -32 can
ratify you PC sutriare proprn fiat any is 32-cortatie edged. oses have been opened a closed and aloes your software
Sr mead steal SPOT 1-arp relays and an addecnal 16 ape ahem asp's Carenuattet vat be SRC -32 can be
aullftikhol ye shat rust type ASCII a teary mermaids ban your PC lottiJer redo) Also. Moat Ca, ter:Mad
in a standalone node (mastenstre mode) 13 lam a 'Relay edema) cad.' wen 32o:tunnels id DAM n each dream.
The dat can airixnunicate at data rates up to 38400 The SRC -32 nay be expended to 128 inputs x 128 mewls

tiny
POWERED BY BROA DC AST1OO/S*

TOOLS

SRC-2/SRC-2x
isolated input and

nun rc.a s !, a P.3-; pod while the SRC -2e does
this via a 10.100baseT Ethernet port. Both the SRC -2 and SRC
2x can notify a user's PC software crooner hat any of two optically
Meted inputs have been corned a dosed and allowayar sasvare
to controi two SPST, tamp relays. The SRC -2x is alio able to send
an email when ether of the two inputs lenge state. The user may
aso add up to 48 ASCII strings per input and 16 JAY Mined strings
per relay Communication with the SRC -2(e is accomplished via
short `burst type ASCII commands from the users PC. Also. two
units may be operated in a standalone nude .rnasterslave mode)
to form a 'Relay extension cord' two channels of contrci
in each direction. The SRC -2 ..onsilunicales using RS-
232 at baud rates up to 9600 and the SRC -2x via
101100traseT Ethernet. The SRC -2(x) is powered
by a surge protected internal power supply.
Either unit may be rack mounted on the
optionta RA -1 mounting shed

:vides a cost-effective, snail profile solution for standard serial -to -Ethernet
:iesigned with the broadcaster in mind. the ESS-1 is equipped with extensive

Rf-- act( chon t rs ideal for appicasons reetanng data support for both RS. 232 and RS -422
°ardent:arcs The ESS-1 aloes any device with a serial port. Ethernet connectivity and
is deal as a sena bodgenunn-Sing or apultations where a COM port. TCP Socket. UDP
Socket. 3r UDP Multicast functionality s needed The small profile of the ESS-1 makes
installation hassle -free

.4=1111%
AVR-8
The AVR-8 s a voice resole contra sysler that automatically reports changes detected on any
of its motif stets routs to a rernde telephone ands payer After speaking a greeting, manage
that may steady the source of the cal. the AA8 ten speaks a unque message br each state
rout The user may metonym each factory -sodded message Mier repting teAVR-8 is ready
is recent commands trough your telephone keypad Functions made teare the AVR-8 to report
on the rya staled any of the eight status inputs. commenang the AVR-8 to pulse any one dies
foe SPDT relays ix 750 rns antra tuning any one of to relays at or off What a relay command
is given. the AVR-8 speaks the relay 'name followed by the on or 'off message.

WRC-4
The sny IDOLS WRC-4 a a fresh arbroach to remelt see malaprop

and Control or prove:Jog an inexpensive salutes to Internet ertabting
your present remote control system. The WRC-4 combined with
web access and your favorite web browser onngs you the following
features. A powerfut built -en web -server vdth non-volatte memory.
10100base-T Ethe net port. four each denoels of 10 -bit analog
inputs with a urge =intorno range cpbcally-rsolated Wes (contact
most HT'S or edema voltages) inputs normally open dry contact
relays open coffecta outputs. frua paint status Indio -alas. a single
front panel temperature sensor and 4-emall alarm notification
addresses The WRC-4 is also SNMP enabled The NRC-4 has
carefully been RFI woofed. while including the accessories other
manufacturers consider optional. The WRC-4 is supplied with
removatart sae* tenrinati end loaded with a generr web page tat
may be easily edited by the end user

r.a,oprm.-

ll ey.F9IS raw

VAD-2
is a usaprcgrarrrnable two-roptArnli-ntrnber
with integiad stereo silence sensor desk)*

vote message notificabt the VAD-2
y mina rods and stereo Mate sensor which

dial a pager aricror up to four
uine .-rt di-Yeers arid titry badi a tremor:led
MESS9g9 aruutpx di g to the hippecl input

The VAD-2 also prunes SPST
one amp relays or the
contra of edema
equipment.

Time Sync Plus
!ea separate GPS -

referenced artputs Ina taw is a SPST relay. whin pulses at
1200. 22-0(-. 4203. 5430 each hour ands user prognemmable
in each of four locations for any minute and second each
The second output is an active high driver with a 160 ms p
each second. while the third output is a 4800 -baud. R5-232
pod providing a time tone adjustable hours. minute and seconds
tire code. The forth output provides an active high driver in the
ESE TC-90 serial tone code format. Indicator LED's are provided
to display powerivatid GPS data programming mole and time
sync relay operation A Gamin 12 Channel GPS receiver with
embedded antenna is suppled.

I\
BROAD

t4Ac'' Pk,

SOL\11tiG
'TOOLS

FOR BROADCA

P9,05,

Manufactured with
Pride in the USA

CASTtool s
Ph: 363.854 9559  Fax: 360.854.9479

support dbroadcasttools.com
www broadcasttools com
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Transcom Corporation
AITI Ei FM Transmitters

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

EXCITERSUSED FM TRANSMITTERS
1.5 KW 1983 BE FM 1.5A *New* 20 and 30 W synthesized
2.5 KW 1984 Continental 814R-1 exciters
3.5 KW 1986 Harris HT 3.5 Used Continental 802A

5 KW 1982 Harris FM 5K
6 KW 1995 Henry 6000D
7+ KW 2005 Harris Z16 HD NEW TV TRANSMITTERS

10 KW 1988 BE FM10A Special Discount Pricing On:

10 KW 2001 Henry 10.000D-95 VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w

10 KW 1990 Harris HT 10 to 10kW)

20 KW 1978 Collins 831G2 TV STL

20 KW

25 KW
25 KW

1985

1980
1982

Harris FM2OK

CSI -T -25 -FA (Amp Only)

Harris FM25K

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
5 kW UHF Harris Diamond CD Solid

30 KW
50 KW

1986

1982
BE FM30A

Harris Combiner w/auto
exciter- transmitter
switcher

State
55kW UHF RCA TTU-55

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
Bird Dummy Load. 10 kW
Bird RE Thruline Wattmeter, 50S

1999 Omnitronix 1000A solid state1 KW
Delta TCA

1 KW 1983 Harris MW1A Solid State Potomac Phase Monitor AM19
5 KW 1985 Continental 315R1 w/sampler
5 KW 1982 Harris MW5A Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital
5 KW 1987 Harris MW5B 2 Twr
10 KW 1988 Harris DX -10 Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1 KVA
10 KW 1982 Harris MW10A s -phase
10 KW 1986 Harris MW1013
12 KW 2000 Nautel XL12 Solid State
50 KW 1985 Continental 317 C2

Please go to our web site for updated listings - www.fmamtv.com
Retuning and Testing Available

CALL US FOR A QUOTE!
2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

asy Ordering In Nanoseconds

th the ONLY 1.700+ page catalog
of the NEWEST information 4 times
a year, and daily updates to over half
a million products on-line. you can
depend on Mouser for easy ordering
in nanoseconds!

mouser.com (800) 346-6873

MOUSERVILEC T

NEW Products
NEW Technologies
NEW Suppliers

Inv

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

Got composite, need AES?

 eV
 II

N s

The Total Digital Solution...

: o

bdi
Broadcast Devices
(P) 914.737.5032
(F) 914.736.6916
www.Broadcast-Devices.com

Our solutions to composite distribution include the
CDS series composite audio switchers and the CMP-300
Composite Audio Mixer/DA. Use your existing compos-
ite STL or stereo generator to drive AES input exciters
with our new optional CTD-1 plug in module for the
CDS series switchers! Don't buy an external silence
sensor either! We put one in the CDS-302 for you
already. We have the total solution for your distribution
needs! We provided an RBDS loop through for applica-
tion of RBDS to two exciters with one generator!

Today's digital broadcasting environment calls for
a digital solution. The AES-302 features a two input
digital switcher with automatic switching upon silence
or digital errors. Digital radio means you need more
outputs than ever. That's why we incorporated a four
output digital DA in :he AES-302. We didn't forget about
analog either. There is a high quality analog output of
the selected input available too. Many solutions in one
package make the AES-302 indispensable for your
transmitter or studio switching.
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LBA Technology, Inc.
Expert AM RF systems

for the experts.

LBA Technology is a proven supplier of innovative,

digital ready AM antenna systems. An industry leader

with an array directional

antenna systems, ATU's, diplexers, folded unipoles

and components for every power level.

With over 40 years of worldwide radio experience,

we offer unequalled depth and breadth of products

to ensure you're working as smoothly as possible.

Go to www.LBAgroup.com and take a look at why

hundreds of broadcasters look to us to help them...

every day.

"i2.757.0279 ,114Agrniu 1400 Tupper Drive Greenville. NC 278

Take the
FASTtrack

with you
Download the Radio magazine

FASTtrack, Exhibitor Directory and
BEC Session Guide to your Palm or

Pocket PC today. The files are on the
Radio magazine website. Look for the

link at beradio.com.

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

Pru,, :.sional software packages for FCC
appl cations and predicting coverage

Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM, ITU-R P1546-1,
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 31""
Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderna
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro""

QPIot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D IM\ The ,4eaderingincobrnsolciirtcaslngt

SU NItCAIlt,,,
II I I umaramintims SatImre software...I I egivorerlog CemslItwit

www.v-soft.com 800 743-3684

T-ansmittina & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors

Taylor
Etmac

A-nperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
E mail:

rp@rfparts.com

RE RF paws"
',COMPANY

VV.
t.

L,96, 2005.

,ear

CID

a
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Fi'emote Errozdcast 5olution51fi
CITultrerito.

Ff2S6
0.0114/11410 Inpamt HkostlIbeft X

(C.` 'n .40'" %:11,

410D 11).

MicTFI - Mic,'Linr to TFIF.phonF IntFrfacw

5> Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular phone or
balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

High quality. user-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

Di External power input with silent, auto -switching battery backup.

Individual gain controls for send, receive and headphones levels.

(ibtiagMglia 02amgclaam
t.-Z7ZM Ora
(EMMIllt, Florida FFaZiVIIIM

cw

TFITap - PockFt-51zFcl
Manual TFIFphonc CoupIFT

5) Can be used as a phone tap or a passive manual
telephone coupler.

Send or receive telephone audio.

Mute Switch disconects all audio to or from
the phone line, but leaves the TelTap connected.

5) Compact size & low cost makes the TelTap a great
remote kit addition for main or backup capabilities.

GE{ info on these E- other
greai remotF products at
wvink.cir cuitwerkes. con

**ha
Total Walk -Away

Live Assist

Satellite Music Formats
Built -In Voice Tracking

Built -In Digital Editor

Built -In Music Scheduling

Built -In Background Record

Automatic Hooks Promo Generation
Internet Voice Tracking

No Proprietary Hardware
Plays MP2, MP3, WAV, WMA

Call Us Toll Free: 888.OnAir.99
Outside USA: 740.282.SOFT
Fax Us Toll Free: 888.OnAir.11

30 -DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

COUS77LOCK ACOUSTIC ISOLATION
& COOLING RACKS

ESTALL!.0
QUIW' "

These racks offer both
noise isolation and/or

cooling options.

[7&a9Q0t3.NmEIVIT?

Several sizes available for various requirements.

SYSTEMS
corn

TORE

Your online source
for cable, connectors,
racks, tools, test
gear, & more...

www.SystemsStore.com
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rroblem...

Crarrr
2006 Crouse-kunzey o

IDT11311i
FM Broadcast
Solid State
Power
Amplifiers
& Transmitters

For full details sec our web site
www.ptekpower.com or Call
408-448-3342 Fax 408.549 -
email pteksales4ptekpow

SokrLion...

Ineedan
Inve-an.e- Replay!

call
rocu 4d; o

fts

Instant Replay

- '1: 'I

Home office: 800-433-2105
C -K Colorado: 800-257-6233
C -K Mid America: 877-223-2221
C -K Missouri: 800-955-6800

A
`

egret/
Cr°3 640'

years

360 Systems
Instant Replays
and Short/cuts
always in stock!

PROAUDIO.COM
A CROUSE-KIMiEY COMPANY

Mrs(' FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitter

ME:V.:4V 0

GET ON -THE MR, SWY OPI-THE-AIR!
V 50W RF output, continuou duty!
V Auto protect with auto sof-. fail &

auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digilal display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM and Translators, as

well as stand-alone exciters

szo0

What's the
bottom line?
To stay on -the -air!
The PX50 was designed with
that in mind! Auto monitoring
of all parameters, with auto-
matic power reduction and
restore on VSWR and tempera-

ture errors! No more down time, AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus
the PX50 is FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, & 74 (ID: PF3PX50) and Industry
Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you will never have to worry about non
compliance! Get on the air QUICK...and STAY on the air, with the PX50!

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. INC
590 Fishers Station Drive  Victor, NY 14564
800-446-2295  585-924-4560
www.ranseyelectronics.com
Providing Value And Performance For Over 30 Years!

To advertise in Radio Magazine, contact:

Angie Connley
913.967.7221  aconnley@prismb2b.com

Joyce Nolan
610.701.9993  jnolan©prismb2b.com
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Equipment Financing Certification Help Wanted

c

O

NEED MONEY
For Your Equipment?

We Can HELP!
If you're looking for

equipment leasing solutions,
your search is over.

Flexible payment plans with Tax benefits.
Difficult credit - No Problem

Start - Up/New Business financing.

First -Class Service
with 24 hour application approval.

Save BIG over time
NO Hassle - NO Worries!

Contact us Now for your next protect.

Toll.Free 800-614-4083 MuSicGear
www. musicgeorcopitatcom " ' '

Professional Services

Structural Analysis

dr-g-ff
ICsa

R':., ,':.c inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler. IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www ERlinc corn

Rail!
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

www.beradio.com radio a orismb2b.com

Are your engineers
Certified?

SBE
SBE Certification

The Industry Benchmark

wv.w..be ort;  141- I t-0-9110,41

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TZ:br:888-765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

MBC CONSULTING

 FM BROADCAST

ENGINEERING SPECIALISTS

 APPLICATIONS & UPGRADES

 FREQUENCY SEARCH

S199

 CUSTOM MAPPING

800-219-7461  WWW.MBCRADIO.ORG
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ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE, BROADCAST

FirstCom Music, a division of BMG Produc-
tion Music, is a leading provider of produc-
tion music to the entertainment, corporate
and advertising communities. FirstCom cur-
rently has an opening for an Account Execu-
tive, Broadcast in their Sales Department.

The responsibilities include but are not lim-
ited to, licensing specific music production
libraries and services offered by FirstCom,
achieving/exceeding monthly sales goals as
determined by management as well as man-
aging and maintaining territory database to
keep information current and accurate.

We are looking for someone who has a mini-
mum of 2 years experience in sales and holds
a Bachelor's Degree in a related field.

Must be proficient in Microsoft Word, Excel,
Outlook and database management as well
as Internet savvy. Good customer service
abilities is essential along with a polite and
courteous manner, cooperative and team
oriented attitude. Good communication and
letter writing skills is a must.

FirstCom Music is located in Dallas, TX. Local
candidates preferred. There is no relocation
pay for this position.

Please email resumes to
Cheryl.allison@bmg.com
or fax to 310-358-4310.
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Ken Nose
Software Engineer
Audio Engineer
Los Angeles

Nose's most recent
work experience has
been as a software
development man-
ager for a medical
software company

that specializes in applications for handheld
computers. He has applied this skill as the
developer of the Radio magazine FASTtrack
for the PDA for the past four years.

He has also worked as a software engineer
for audio manufacturers including Telos
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of working on the live music show Live From
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Sinn Off
By Kari Taylor, senior associate editor

That was then

Sample and Hold
Why not subscribe
to satellite radio?

High audio quality
isn't that important
to me

34%

30%

The expense

Programming variety
isn't that important

to me

17%

19%

Commercial -free isn't
that important to me

Source: Bridge Ratings Industry Study: Satellite Radio Appeal, March 2006.

The first edition of the NAB
Broadcast Engineering Handbook
was printed in 1935 and included
nine sections covering topics such as Rolph's Graphs
for ground wave propagation, transmission lines and
the FCC Empirical Standards and Rules and Regulations.
The tenth edition of the handbook, being published
this year, discusses more than 80 topics from safety, to
towers,to standards and practices.Other obvious recent
differences are the inclusion of TV, and more recently,
Internet/streaming technologies.

The original handbook was prepared by one person,
James C. McNaryToday, the handbook requires a team
of three section editors, one editor -in -chief and contri-
butions from more than 60 industry experts.

Do you remember?

In a 197b ad for its BA -2.5K
transmitter, McMartin Indus-

tries touted it as nourishment
for a station. "When your signal is your bread
and butter...your transmitter had better be
McMartin:' McMartin claimed its transmitters
were reliable and easy to maintain with a low
purchase price. A wide range of models were
available for AM and FM power levels. All the
McMartin products were easily recognized by
the omnipresent woodgrain panel.
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This Little Unit

Can Do BIG Things!
Our new AP -3 is the perfect HD Processor:

aftro-tro-Aoraranwar J''ETridri Up j-lrY.J'A 1 -ED

The Vorsis AP -3 digital processor is
the idea tool to shape your sound

exactly the way you want it
-cleanly and efficiently.

Built around a multi -band compressor
with complementary AGC, the AP -3
replaces a whole rack

unit; VORSIS pre -conditions your
signal (HPF, LPF, notch filter, de-esser,

expander), then let's you apply 3 -band
AGC/compression and 4 -band para-

metric EQ (signal chain reversible)
before going through a final stage

zero -overshoot peak limiter.

With real-time spectrum density
readouts and full metering, our

included PC graphic interface
sof-Jvare makes operation of the

AP -3 direct and easy, offering
:omplete control of all audio
parameters, presets, monitor

functions, system settings
and security-all through

a single RJ-45 ethernet
connection that lets

you control one or
many AP -3 units.

TAILOR THAT SOUND V09:14.-7 TM

tel 252-638-7000 / sales@vorsis.com / www.vorsis.corn Copyright 2005 by Wheatstone Corporavon



It's a Whole New WORLD!

I.
AU D 10A R TS ENGINEERING

AL AUDIO N

AUDIOARTS NET is the EASY way to interface your D -75N digital consoles! And
because D-75Ns are also standalone designs each studio can operate INDEPENDENTLY, relying on the
network only to share resources. And by EASY interface we MEAN it-you don't have to be a software
guru or IT professional to get up and running-and STAY running! And because it's AUDIOARTS, you
can rest assured it'll be reliable and preserve your budget. TAKE ADVANTAGE of WHEATSTONE's
extensive expertise in DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

sa/es@wheatstone.corn / tel 252-638-7000 / www.audioarts.net Copyright © 2006 by Wheatstone Corporation


